Background {#Sec1}
==========

Genetic data indicate that mitochondria originated from internalized alphaproteo bacteria, likely by an archaeal host \[[@CR1]--[@CR19]\]. The driving force(s) and sequence of events that led to this internalization are unclear. One set of hypotheses proposes that the internalization occurred in a single, sudden step, either by fortuitous rupture of the host membrane \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\] or incidental \[[@CR22]\] engulfment by "a primitive process of particle engulfment" of the alphaproteo bacteria (usually called the symbiont) by the host. We call these hypotheses saltatory hypotheses because they do not presuppose that a pre-internalization period existed in which the properties of the two partners co-evolved in such a way as to make internalization more likely to succeed when it does occur (see below). \[This paragraph re-written to better define "saltatory internalization" in response to Reviewer 1 comment 6\].

Saltatory internalization would suddenly change symbiont external environment from sea water to host cytoplasm. For eukaryotes this change would be fatal because eukaryotic membrane potentials primarily depend on trans-membrane ion concentration gradients and ion flow through voltage-independent ("leak") channels (the pumps that maintain the ion gradients cause only a few percent of the membrane potential). Internalization would collapse these gradients and cause membrane potential to go to near-zero.

Eukaryotes and prokaryotes produce ATP in two ways. The first is by substrate-level phosphorylation in which oxidation/reduction and phosphorylation all occur in the cytoplasm. The second is by a series of oxidation/reduction steps by a membrane-bound electron-transporting enzyme chain that ultimately pumps protons or Na ions across the membrane. The resulting chemo-osmotic gradient is then used to produce ATP. Some sources use the word respiration for both processes. Here we refer to the first process as fermentation and the second as respiration, and use the terms proton respirer and Na respirer for organisms transferring, respectively, protons or Na ions across the membrane. The ultimate electron acceptor in respiration can be oxygen or a variety of other substances including sulfate, nitrate, sulfur, iron, and carbon dioxide. The energetic benefits of close association described here for proton respirers will occur regardless of what is used as a terminal electron receptor, as it instead arises from close association increasing the concentration gradient caused by the transferred protons. \[This paragraph added in response to Reviewer 1 comment 7\].

Prokaryotes respire with their cell membranes, transferring protons or Na ions from the cytoplasm to the external medium \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. It might therefore initially seem that the collapse of the pH or Na gradient resulting from saltatory internalization would destroy prokaryotic respiration. In fact, saltatory internalization is unlikely to either collapse prokaryotic membrane potential or destroy prokaryotic respiration. Proton or Na transfer charges the membrane both through the membrane capacitance (, where *V* is membrane potential, *q* transferred charge, and *C* membrane capacitance) and as a result of the change in trans-membrane proton or Na concentration gradient (see below). Capacitive charging depends only the number of ions transferred across the membrane, not on trans-membrane ion gradients, and, under most conditions, primarily determines the potential of respiratory membranes. Moreover, mitochondria and chloroplasts compensate for reduced (even to zero) proton concentration gradients by increasing capacitive charging \[[@CR25]--[@CR28]\]. If prokaryotes can similarly compensate, internalization might thus only slightly, or not at all, affect the ability of an internalized prokaryote to maintain its inside negative \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\] membrane potential or to respire. \[This paragraph revised in response to Reviewer 2 comment 2 to emphasize that internalization would likely not "collapse membrane energetics"\].

The difficulty with internalization is instead the collapse of the prokaryote's Na, Ca, and K trans-membrane ion gradients, which four lines of evidence suggest are physiologically important. First, prokaryotic membranes contain multiple Na, K, and Ca transporters \[[@CR24], [@CR30]--[@CR38]\].

Second, prokaryotes regulate intracellular Na, Ca, and K concentrations. Much of this literature deals with salt or pH extremophiles; because these organisms likely have specialized ion control systems, we restrict ourselves here to non-extremophiles. Early data on \[Na\]~in~ regulation are contradictory. Some work (marine bacteria \[[@CR39]\], *Staphylococcus*\[[@CR40]\], *E. coli*\[[@CR41]\]) reports that \[Na\]~in~ is less than \[Na\]~out~, but other (*Leuconostoc*: \[[@CR40]\], marine bacteria: \[[@CR42]\]) reports that \[Na\]~in~ is greater than or tracks \[Na\]~out~. More modern work using nuclear magnetic resonance and Na sensitive fluorescent dyes reports that \[Na\]~in~ is much less (25-fold) than \[Na\]~out~\[[@CR43]\] and is strongly regulated, changing only 3-fold as \[Na\]~out~ varies 85-fold \[[@CR44]\] (both *E. coli*). Taken together, these data suggest that \[Na\]~in~ is actively maintained at low levels relative to \[Na\]~out~. \[K\]~in~ is 2 to 28 fold greater than \[K\]~out~ (*E. coli*: \[[@CR30], [@CR41], [@CR45]--[@CR47]\], marine and nonmarine archaea: \[[@CR48]\], marine bacteria: \[[@CR39]\], nonmarine bacteria: \[[@CR40]\], review of bacteria: \[[@CR33]\]). \[Ca\]~in~ is always lower than \[Ca\]~out~ (*E. coli*: \[[@CR49]--[@CR52]\], reviews of bacteria: \[[@CR53]--[@CR55]\]). Further evidence of the importance of regulating cross-membrane ion flow in prokaryotes is provided by the SecY protein transport system, which has a gasket-like seal that prevents flow of small molecules, including ions, across the cell membrane during protein transport \[[@CR56]\]. \[The division of the references by prokaryote type in this and the next paragraph was performed in response to Reviewer 1 comment 4\].

Third, prokaryotes contain voltage and (intracellular) Ca-activated channels selective for Na, K, and Ca (\[[@CR57]--[@CR59]\], reviews: \[[@CR60]--[@CR62]\]), and indeed were the source material for the crystal structure analysis of the voltage-gated Na (non-marine and marine bacteria: \[[@CR63]--[@CR65]\]) and K (marine archaea: \[[@CR66], [@CR67]\], non-marine bacteria \[[@CR68]\]) channels that generate neuron action potentials. Fourth, these channels are physiologically important, with bacteria (*E. coli*) producing electrical spikes \[[@CR69]\], and non-respiratory ion gradients or changes in membrane potential playing important roles in prokaryote osmoregulation, nutrient uptake, energetics, motility, chemo-sensing, and control of cell division (*E. coli*: \[[@CR51], [@CR52], [@CR70], [@CR71]\], non-marine bacteria: \[[@CR24], [@CR36], [@CR72]--[@CR75]\], marine bacteria: \[[@CR72], [@CR76]--[@CR90]\]).

Given that non-respiratory electrical phenomena are most often presented with reference to neurons and similar eukaryotic electrically active cells, it is important to stress how striking these prokaryotic data are. Ion pump proteins and voltage and Ca-activated channels are ubiquitously expressed across both bacteria and Archaea. These channels are the evolutionary source of the same channels in neurons and produce electrical spikes with the same voltage transitions and time courses as neuronal action potentials. Voltage and Ca-activated channels are complicated entities that must maintain amino acid sequences that sense voltage and Ca concentration and that can form channels that allow only certain ions to flow through them. Pump activity similarly changes with voltage and ion concentrations and the pumps also show great ion selectivity. These abilities are presumably highly dependent on amino acid sequence, and indeed these proteins are highly conserved. The ubiquitous presence of these proteins across prokaryotes argues that, just as is true of eukaryotes, prokaryotes have a rich electrical life and that these proteins play central roles in prokaryote physiology. \[This paragraph was added in response to Reviewer 1 comment 5\].

The difficulty with saltatory internalization is that current flow through these channels is given by *i*~*x*~ *= g*~*x*~∙*(V - E*~*x*~*)*, where *x* is the ion in question, *g*~*x*~ is channel conductance (a function of *V* or \[Ca\]~in~), and *E*~*x*~ is the ion's equilibrium potential (the *V* at which no current flows through the channel), , where *R* is the gas constant, *T* is °K, *F* is Faraday's constant, and *z* is ion charge. Using the gradient values given above, in sea water *E*~*Na*~ is about +85 mV, *E*~*Ca*~ is even more positive, and *E*~*K*~ is -20 to -85 mV. Internalization equalizes \[*X*\]~*in*~ and \[*X*\]~*out*~, and thus makes *E*~*x*~ zero for all three ions. As such, even if the respiratory chain maintains *V*, current flow through the prokaryote's Na, K, and Ca channels will be greatly altered because of the change in *V* -- *E*~*x*~.

As an example, assuming a membrane potential of -80 mV (inside negative), internalization would change the Na driving force (*V -- E*~*Na*~) from -165 mV to -80 mV, thus halving Na current when Na channels open. It would similarly greatly reduce the amount of Ca entering the cell during spikes that did occur. For K, assuming an original *E*~*K*~ of -60 mV, changing *E*~*K*~ to zero would increase K current four-fold (driving force going from -20 mV to -80 mV) when the channels were open. The changes in electrical activity that would result are complicated to predict because opening one channel type induces changes in membrane voltage (and, for Ca channels, \[Ca\]~in~), which in turn alters the open state of other channels. Predicting actual effects therefore requires computer simulation. Such modeling work is well advanced in neurons, and changes such as these would completely disrupt neuron electrical processes. The presence of an electrogenic respiratory chain in prokaryote membranes complicates this issue, and to our knowledge computer simulation of prokaryote membranes with a respiratory chain and voltage and Ca dependent ion channels has not been performed. Nonetheless, the calculations of current flow given above show that having ion reversal potentials go to zero would dramatically change ion flow through these channels. These changes are more than enough to predict, even without computer simulation, that this zeroing would dramatically reduce the amplitude of prokaryotic electrical spikes, and could easily prevent cell spiking at all. \[This paragraph and the first sentence of the next added in response to a Reviewer 1 comment 5\].

In summary, 1) the maintenance of voltage and \[*Ca*\]~*in*~ dependent channel proteins across prokaryotes, and the number of processes that they help regulate, indicate that membrane voltage and current flow through these channels play important roles in prokaryote physiology and 2) internalization would profoundly these current flow through non-respiratory channels and thus alter all these processes. \[For concerns about the possibility that eukaryotes evolved in fresh water, see author reply to Reviewer 1 comment 4\]. One might initially imagine that the symbiont pumps could simply alter symbiont internal ion concentrations so that the ion gradients across the symbiont membrane are restored. The difficulty here is that this would require such large changes in symbiont cytoplasm ion concentrations that it is difficult to imagine that this would not deleteriously affect enzyme and similar molecule function (see author reply to Reviewer 1 comment 5 for a detailed example). Successful saltatory internalization of a symbiont into the host cytoplasm therefore requires either that all symbiont processes depending on non-respiratory ion flow suddenly and simultaneously become able to function with these altered current flows, or that all ion-concentration sensitive processes in symbiont cytoplasm suddenly and simultaneously become able to function in a very different ionic environment, both highly unlikely events. These observations do not argue that prokaryotes cannot evolve to live in low ionic strength media. However, they do indicate that this evolution cannot be abrupt.

To make this point absolutely clear, it is perhaps useful to use the analogy to the evolution of fresh water fish. This transition required adjusting a myriad of physiological processes, so many that it would be ludicrous to suggest that they all occurred in one simultaneous evolutionary leap such that a sea water fish's offspring could suddenly inhabit a fresh water environment. Instead one must posit a long process of gradual evolutionary change in which progressively evolved offspring inhabited progressively less brackish water, with each new species' physiology incrementally changing so that it was well evolved for its ionic environment, until the transition to being able to live in completely fresh water was achieved.

This analogy is also useful because it demonstrates two different ways in which adaptation to new ionic external environments can occur. The first is exemplified by the evolution of mechanisms that keep fresh water fish blood at much higher ionic strength than fresh water. These mechanisms mean that, from the point of view of cells bathed by blood, they never left the sea, as they are still surrounded by a high ionic strength environment. We hypothesize below that the mitochondrion (and nucleus) were internalized in an exactly analogous manner, in that they brought in with them a surrounding fluid shell between two membranes. The pumps that maintain intracellular ion gradients work in such a way that, post-internalization, they would continue to maintain external-like ion concentrations in the inter-membrane lumen. Thus, from the point of view of the internalized entity, it would still float in its original environment. The second, exemplified by the changes in the cells of the gills, are changes in plasma membrane proteins (pumps, channels, and the like) that allow the cells to survive despite being exposed, in part, to fresh water. We hypothesize below that this sort of alteration in the properties of the inner mitochondrial membrane allowed the outer mitochondrial membrane the freedom, post-internalization, to gradually become permeable to ions and other small molecules, thus leading to the situation observed in contemporary mitochondria. \[Paragraphs 1, 3, and 4 of the preceding 4 were added, and paragraph 2 extensively expanded, in response to a Reviewer 1 comment 5\].

Even if saltatory transfer were successful for the symbiont, it would likely be fatal to the host \[[@CR91]\]. The symbiont would find itself in a nutrient-rich environment, and there would have been no opportunity for mechanisms regulating symbiont division to have evolved. The symbiont would therefore parasitize host energy and carbon and fill the host with progeny, both presumably resulting in host death (see Reviewer 1 comment 6 for a criticism of this argument). A final difficulty with saltatory hypotheses involving host membrane rupture and resealing is that the mitochondrial inner membrane is likely of bacterial origin and the outer membrane of host origin (see below). For sudden internalization by host membrane rupture, symbiont uptake, and host membrane re-sealing, the mitochondrial outer membrane would presumably have evolved instead from the bacterial outer membrane (assuming, as all genetic data suggest, that the bacteria was Gram negative and thus had an outer membrane; if the bacteria were Gram positive, the origin of the outer mitochondrial membrane would be, in saltatory internalization, a complete mystery).

The general difficulty with saltatory hypotheses is not any single host:symbiont incompatibility. It is rather the extremely large number of such incompatibilities that can exist, of which we have covered only some (e.g., we have not mentioned the effects on symbiont cell wall and periplasmic protein folding and function of the change in free water availability and ion concentrations that internalization would cause). It is the need for symbiont and host to "fit together" across all these different dimensions that makes saltatory internalization so extraordinarily unlikely. Moreover, the physical mechanisms that underlie "membrane rip" saltatory hypotheses are themselves likely extremely rare: How often is a prokaryote subject to forces that rip its membrane but do not kill it? What forces propel the other prokaryote through the rip? What prevents cytoplasm from streaming out and sea water from streaming in?

With respect to accidental internalization by a particle engulfment process, no such process has been observed in prokaryotes. It would seem a useful ability, so this lack of observation is striking. Moreover, the hypothesis is that prokaryote engulfment occurred as an accidental misuse of a particle engulfment process, thus itself presumably rare. There is thus no obvious reason for the symbiont and host to have co-evolved mechanisms that would promote symbiont and host survival when it occurred. In summary, although we cannot prove that eukaryotes did not originate from a fortuitous chance internalization, the probability of it seems to us so miniscule that these types of hypotheses cannot be realistically entertained. \[These last two paragraphs added in response to Reviewer 1 comment 5\].

Much more defensible are hypotheses in which host and symbiont have a period of pre-internalization co-evolution in which their properties change in ways that make internalization more likely to succeed. An early and natural hypothesis was eukaryotes arising from a phagocytic engulfment gone awry in which the engulfed prokaryote survived \[[@CR92]--[@CR101]\]. This hypothesis was attractive because 1) an evolutionary arms race between prey and predator would occur that might drive adaptations against digestion and 2) phagocytosis would occur very frequently (hence high selection pressure and very many chances of phagocytosis of the particular prey that had just the right set of mutations to survive). This mechanism could also result in the mitochondrial outer membrane being derived from the phagocytic vesicle membrane, and thus of host origin. However, phagocytosis is unknown in prokaryotes \[[@CR102], [@CR103]\], and is believed to have evolved in eukaryotes multiple times \[[@CR22]\] well after their origin \[[@CR104], [@CR105]\]. \[Phagocytosis being moved to being a gradual theory of eukaryote origin was in response to Reviewer 1 comment 6\].

A related hypothesis is that eukaryotes evolved from parasitic/predatory prokaryotes (prokaryotes that invade other prokaryotes) and their prey \[[@CR102], [@CR106]--[@CR109]\]. *Daptobacter* enters and degrades the cytoplasm of other bacteria \[[@CR108]\], with the ion gradient collapse difficulties noted above presumably being obviated by the death of the invaded cell and its cytoplasm consequently rapidly assuming extracellular concentrations. *Micavibrio*\[[@CR102]\] and *Vampirococcus*\[[@CR108]\] attach to the (bacterial) outer membrane but do not invade the periplasm or cytoplasm, instead consuming prey contents through the attachment connection. *Bdellovibrio* can similarly kill through an attachment \[[@CR102]\] or enzymatically digest the outer cell membrane and enter the prey bacteria's periplasmic space. It then enzymatically digests the inner cell membrane to release cell contents into the periplasmic space, from where it absorbs them \[[@CR102], [@CR108]\]. Archaea also have prokaryotic parasites \[[@CR109]\]. These examples show that prokaryotes do invade other prokaryotes, and thus provide the condition in which co-evolution of integrated pairs could occur. Prokaryotes that live stably in the cytoplasm of other prokaryotes are known \[[@CR110]--[@CR114]\]. Moreover, *Micavibrio* is an alphaproteobacteria, consistent with the genetic evidence indicating that mitochondria evolved from alphaproteobacteria. However, no driving force for these internalized prokaryotes to evolve into respiratory organelles has been proposed.

Another set of gradual hypotheses posits that syntrophy, in which one organism's metabolic waste is another's source of carbon, energy, or both, underpinned host and symbiont initial association \[[@CR115]--[@CR120]\]. The most detailed of these is the hydrogen hypothesis, in which bacterial fermentation produces H~2~ that, along with CO~2~, is used by anaerobically-respiring archaea to produce methane. The methanogen is driven to surround the fermenter to capture all symbiont-produced H~2~. Upon completing this internalization, host methanogenesis shuts down, symbiont respiration resumes, and a respiring proto-eukaryote results.

In this hypothesis the symbiont must ferment during the pre-internalization period. As noted in the germinal paper of this hypothesis \[[@CR116]\], this raises the question of how the complex, multi-protein respiratory system was maintained in the symbiont over this presumably long period of disuse. One explanation is that the symbiont simultaneously respired and fermented throughout the pre-internalization period. In modern prokaryotes, respiration and fermentation occur simultaneously only in nutrient concentrations so high that the respiratory pathway is saturated \[[@CR121]--[@CR123]\]. Nutrients are typically present in only low concentrations in ocean environments \[[@CR124]\]. Simultaneous respiration and fermentation was thus presumably rare where eukaryotes evolved. Another solution, again put forward in the first paper of this hypothesis \[[@CR116]\], is that the symbiont respired aerobically throughout this period to scavenge oxygen on behalf of the archaeal host (all known methanogens are strict anaerobes) \[[@CR125]\]. Data showing that all but the ocean surface was anoxic when eukaryotes evolved \[[@CR126]--[@CR128]\] weakens this explanation, and in later work the lead author of the hydrogen hypothesis withdrew oxygen toxicity as an explanation for the maintenance of the respiratory chain during the fermentative period \[[@CR129]\]. What mechanism could maintain the symbiont's respiratory chain during the pre-internalization phase is thus unclear. \[See Reviewer 1 comment 8 for a vigorous defense of the syntrophic hypothesis\].

In summary, saltatory internalization is unlikely due to the importance of trans-membrane ion gradients to prokaryotic physiological processes and the need for so many aspects of symbiont and host physiology to change simultaneously for the internalization to succeed. Parasitic/predatory prokaryotic interactions and permanently-internalized prokaryotes exist, and one such association could have evolved into internalized respiratory organelles, but no argument as to why they should do so has been advanced. In the syntrophic hypothesis the bacteria that will become the eukaryote's respiratory organelle instead ferments during the co-evolution predating the internalization. How functional respiratory protein genes would be maintained during this presumably long period is unclear.

On a more general level, the fundamental difficulty with the last two hypotheses is their use of highly specific types of interaction to support the physical coming together of the prokaryote types: a specific prey/predator interaction or a specific type of metabolic coupling. We have pointed out above electrical difficulties that must be overcome for internalization to be successful. Experts in other fields could undoubtedly advance many others. The implication here is that, considering the entire universe of prokaryotic combinations, it is likely that in only a small subset of them would the partners have the necessary properties that their coming together would result in the particular type of symbiotic relationship that could result in the evolution of the ur-eukaryote. As such, a hypothesis underlying this physical coming together that was not limited to highly specific interactions, but that would instead promote close physical association among vast numbers of different prokaryotes, seems to us useful because it increases the likelihood that interaction between the "correct" prokaryotes would occur. Moreover, these hypotheses are not built on one of the most salient characteristics of eukaryotes, that they possess a respiratory organelle. A hypothesis in which respiration itself was the initial reason for close physical association, and the driving force for the internalization of the mitochondrial ancestor, therefore again seems to us attractive. \[This paragraph added in response to Reviewer 1 comments 6 and 16 and Reviewer 2 comment 4\].

We present here just such a respiration-dependent driving force for prokaryotic physical association. This mechanism could play a role in both the genesis of biofilms and the origin of eukaryotes. The wide range of cross-species interactions that it predicts will occur, coupled with increased understanding of prokaryotic physiology, genetics, and nuclear membrane structure that has occurred since earlier hypotheses of eukaryotic origins were proposed, allow us to outline a much more detailed mechanism for eukaryotic origin, including the origin of the nucleus, than was before possible. These hypotheses make a number of experimentally testable predictions, and suggest an alternative interpretation of the ecological implications of prokaryotic genetic diversity.

Results and discussion {#Sec2}
======================

An alternative basis for bacterial mutualism: close physical association decreases the number of donor molecules needed to produce a given proton-motive force {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The key to our hypothesis is the energetic basis of the proton-motive force, Δ*p*. The equation for Δ*p* has two terms, one depending on trans-membrane voltage and the other on trans-membrane proton concentration (the pH gradient): where *z* = 1; ΔΨ is membrane potential (inside negative); the "2.3" transforms natural logarithms into base 10; *R* is the gas constant, 1.99 × 10^-3^ kCal/(mol∙°K); *T* is temperature, 298 °K; *F* is Faraday's constant, 23.1 kCal/(mol∙Volt); and the membrane is the inner membrane for mitochondria and the plasma membrane for bacteria and most archaea. Δ*p* equals *F∙ΔG*, where Δ*G* is Gibbs free energy; when Δ*p* is sufficiently inside negative it energizes ATP production by F~1~F~0~ ATP synthase. Δ*p* is established by protons pumped out by the electron transport chain, itself powered by oxidation of pyruvate derived from various sources (e.g., glucose). ΔΨ arises from the unequal distribution of ions, including protons, across the membrane, with ions other than protons being transported by co-transporters or ion pumps. However, the activity of these transporters and pumps feeds on the energy stored (either in Δ*p* or the ATP produced from it) by the respiratory chain. In considering the effects of close cellular packing on cellular respiratory energetics, we therefore consider only the proton-motive force equation.

This equation states that anything making the inside of the cell more negative, or increasing the difference between inside and outside proton concentrations, increases the energy available for ATP production. For planktonic (free-floating) prokaryotes, proton extrusion does not alter the pH of the outside medium. This point can be confusing, and so we explain it in detail. Proton extrusion leaves behind negatively charged ions in the cell. If the outside medium were pure water, because of charge attraction, the extruded protons would remain near the membrane (the "electric double layer") \[[@CR130]\], and thus locally decrease pH. In salty media such as sea water, however, Na, K, and other positively charged ions rapidly exchange for the extruded protons, which thus "diffuse" away (the "diffusion" actually being mediated by local cycling of water molecules between their H~2~O and H^+^/OH^-^ forms, but the effect is the same as if the extruded protons individually moved away from the membrane). Because of this exchange, a local cloud of positive charge can remain around the cell without a local increase in proton concentration.

The change in \[*H*^+^\]~*out*~ thus equals moles of extruded protons divided by the volume of extracellular medium, effectively infinite in the planktonic case. For planktonic prokaryotes \[*H*^+^\]~*out*~ is thus constant and changes in the term of the proton motor force equation are due solely to changes in \[*H*^+^\]~*in*~. In these conditions the change in \[*H*^+^\]~*in*~ is so small that Δ*p* is almost solely due to ΔΨ \[[@CR131]\]. In contrast, when protons are pumped into a confined external space, as, for instance, in biofilms \[[@CR132]\], \[*H*^+^\]~*out*~ would increase. Each proton would therefore change the \[*H*^+^\]~*in*~ to \[*H*^+^\]~*out*~ ratio more because the proton would both decrease \[*H*^+^\]~*in*~ and increase \[*H*^+^\]~*out*~. Fewer electron donor molecules (e.g., pyruvate) would need to be oxidized to obtain the same proton motor force than in the planktonic condition.

This argument does not indicate whether under biologically relevant conditions this increase in \[*H*^+^\]~*in*~ to \[*H*^+^\]~*out*~ ratio is large enough to drive prokaryotic close association. The magnitude of the increase depends on four factors. The first two are cell volume and the volume of the confined external space. Prokaryotes have a wide range of shapes and sizes and biofilms show large ranges of inter-cell distances. We performed our calculations on spherical (cocci) and rod shaped (bacillus) prokaryotes of three sizes spanning the typically observed range.

We express how closely cells are associated with a parameter *gap. gap* is the width of a shell surrounding the cell and thus defines the volume of media into which the cell pumps protons. Because the cells are spheres and cylinders, not cubes and rectangular prisms, *gap* does not correspond to any particular measure of inter-cell distance (e.g., distance between cell membranes at closest approach). Moreover, for spheres and cylinders there is a closest packing distance below which surrounding volume cannot be reduced. For instance, the extracellular volume of four spheres of radius *r* packed as closely as possible in a cube is (4∙*r*)^3^ (the volume of the cube) minus 4∙(4/3)∙π∙*r*^3^ (the combined volumes of the spheres). This minimum extracellular volume is the equivalent of each sphere being surrounded by a shell with width (*gap*) given by solving , or We however present here calculations for values less than this minimum *gap* because much smaller minimum extracellular volumes are obtained for other shapes (e.g., bacilli), by mixing spheres and cylinders or differently-sized entities, or by allowing the shapes to become more rectilinear.

The second two factors affecting the \[*H*^+^\]~*in*~ to \[*H*^+^\]~*out*~ ratio are the pH buffering capacities of cytoplasm and sea-water. Buffering is critically important because, for small entities such as bacteria and mitochondria, almost all pumped protons come from electron donor molecules or other cytoplasmic or mitochondrial matrix sources (referred to here as the internal buffer), not from free protons. It is useful to provide a quantitative example. A spherical mitochondrion with a diameter of 1 × 10^-6^ m has a surface area of 3.1 × 10^-12^ m^2^, a capacitance of 6.3 × 10^-14^ Farad (assuming the usual capacity of biological membranes of 0.02 Farad/m^2^), and a volume of 5.2 × 10^-16^ liter. Typical electromotive force is -0.2 volt, of which, on average, 0.165 volt is due to ΔΨ and the remaining 0.035 volt to the proton gradient (pH~in~ 7.6, pH~out~ 7.0) \[[@CR25]\]. Voltage is charge divided by capacitance, and thus the amount of charge that needs to be transferred across the membrane to achieve a 0.165 volt membrane potential is 0.165 V × 6.3 × 10^-14^ Farad = 1 × 10^-14^ Coulomb, which is 1 × 10^-14^ Coulomb × 1 proton/1.6 × 10^-19^ Coulomb = 6.2 × 10^4^ protons. That almost all these protons come from the internal buffer can be seen by calculating mitochondrion proton number at pH 7.0 and 7.6: 10^-pH^ mole/L × 6 × 10^23^ protons/mole × 5.2 × 10^-16^ L gives 31 free protons at pH 7.0 and 8 at pH 7.6. Thus, for a mitochondrion to "power up" from an initial state with no membrane potential or pH gradient to its typical state requires transferring 6.2 × 10^4^ protons across the membrane, of which 23 are free protons and thus alter pH~in~, and the remaining 61,977 come from the internal buffer.

Calculating how many protons need to be pumped to achieve a given Δ*p* (here, -0.2 volt) is straightforward but tedious (see Methods for details). In brief, one calculates the surface area and volume of the prokaryote being considered, and the volume of the shell of sea water surrounding the prokaryote as a function of *gap*. One then uses these values, published values of bacterial cytoplasmic and sea water buffering capacity \[[@CR133], [@CR134]\], and , to calculate how much each pumped proton changes membrane potential and pH~in~ and pH~out~ and thus how many protons need to be pumped to achieve a Δ*p* of -0.2 V (the pH form of the Δ*p* equation being used because of its linearity).

As expected, these calculations show that the number of protons that need to be pumped differs for different cell shapes and decreases as cell size or *gap* decreases (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). When each cell's data are normalized to the number of protons needing to be pumped for an infinite *gap*, the shape effects essentially disappear and the effect of size is considerably diminished. The relative number of protons that need to be pumped substantially decreases as cell association becomes closer, falling some 10% at the rather large *gap* of 2 × 10^-7^ m, 30% at 7 × 10^-8^ m, and 50% at 4 × 10^-8^ m (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). As noted above, quantitative comparison of *gap* and intercellular spacing cannot be derived, but intercellular separations that would give rise to the extracellular volumes these *gap* values represent are present in biofilm electron micrographs \[[@CR135]\].Figure 1**Effects of close association on respiration. A)** The number of protons that need to pumped across the membrane to achieve a -200 mV Δ*p* decrease as inter-cell spacing (*gap*) decreases. **B)** When normalized to the number of protons needed to achieve a -200 mV Δ*p* with an infinite *gap*, the effects of cell shape essentially disappear and the effects of cell size are diminished (that is, the six curves now nearly overlap). This overlap shows that each cell type derives approximately the same relative energetic benefit from decreases in *gap*. These benefits are substantial, a 30% reduction in number of protons needed to be pumped (relative to the infinite case) at a 7 x 10^-8^ M *gap* and a 50% reduction at 3.5 x 10^-8^ M *gap.* **C)** Decreasing *gap* decreases the cytoplasmic alkalization necessary to achieve the Δ*p*. **D)** Decreasing *gap* increases the acidification of the extracellular medium, but even with small *gap* this acidification is not extreme. **E)** Decreasing *gap* strongly increases the percentage of the Δ*p* arising from the concentration term (and hence decreases the percentage arising from the electrical term) of the proton motor force equation. Key applies to all panels.

This ability to produce the same Δ*p* from fewer energy source oxidations could not be used if it caused intolerable changes in pH~in~ or pH~out~. Since fewer protons are being pumped, cytoplasmic alkalization decreases as *gap* decreases (in all cases, because we assume sea water prokaryotes, pH~in~ and pH~out~ were initially 8.0) (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). pH~out~ decreases as *gap* decreases, but substantial decreases in pumped proton numbers are achieved with likely physiologically acceptable pH~out~; the 30% decrease in proton number at the 7 × 10^-8^ m *gap* causes pH~out~ to fall only to 7 (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). The percentage of Δ*p* arising from the concentration gradient term increases substantially as gap decreases, rising from less than 1% at infinite *gap* to about 30% at a 7 × 10^-8^ m *gap* (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). For comparison, the distance between the inner and outer nuclear membranes is 1 to 3 × 10^-8^ m \[[@CR136]--[@CR138]\].

Some prokaryotes pump Na in respiration \[[@CR23], [@CR139]\]. Sea water has a much greater concentration of Na (10^-3^ M) than H^+^ (10^-8^ M). Na pumping, no matter how small the extracellular volume, would therefore be expected to alter \[Na\]~out~, and thus the concentration gradient term of the Na Δ*p* equation, very little. Calculations exactly analogous to those performed for H^+^ bear out this expectation (data not shown). \[For the effect on these calculations for fresh water prokaryotes, see author reply to Reviewer 1 comment 4\].

These calculations suggest that proton-respiring prokaryotes need to oxidize fewer energy substrate molecules to produce a given Δ*p* when extracellular volume is small. Three other lines of evidence support this prediction. First, modeling shows that increasing the pH gradient will increase the rate of ATP synthesis by F~1~F~0~ and proton flow through exposed F~0~ molecules \[[@CR26], [@CR27], [@CR140]\]. Second, applying proton pulses to increase the pH gradient increases ATP production in *Sulfolobus*\[[@CR26]\]. The third is mitochondrial anatomy.

Mitochondrial intermembrane space has two compartments, a lamina of cytoplasm under the outer mitochondrial membrane and the cristae, invaginations of the inner mitochondrial membrane connected to the laminar compartment by small tubules \[[@CR141]\]. The cristae are thus small sacs from which diffusion would be very limited. Oxidative phosphorylation chain enzymes line the matrix side of the cristae \[[@CR142], [@CR143]\] and thus pump protons into these small sacs. Just as explained above, this would be expected to decrease intra-cristae pH. Intermembrane pH (lamina and cristae pH was not separately measured) is indeed 0.5 less than that of cytoplasm \[[@CR144]\]. The outer mitochondrial membrane is highly permeable \[[@CR145], [@CR146]\]. This pH difference is thus likely due to increased proton concentration in the cristae interiors (pH~out~ in our terminology), which may therefore be even more acidic than the combined pH presumably measured in \[[@CR144]\]. F~1~F~0~ complexes also line the matrix side of the cristae, positioned to make use of the energetic advantages of a decreased pH~out~. Taken together, these data suggest that changes in pH~out~ play an important role in mitochondrial ATP production \[[@CR25]\].

Evolutionary and ecological implications {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------

These arguments suggest that close association is energetically advantageous for proton-respiring prokaryotes. This advantage would promote the evolution of anchoring proteins and other mechanisms supporting close association, and hence of biofilms and similar multicellular assemblages. It does not depend on any specific metabolic coupling, and thus would promote aggregation across wide ranges of species. Close physical association is required for internalization-based proposals for the origin of eukaryotes. This hypothesis thus also provides a general driving force for this first step in eukaryotic evolution. Coupled with recent advances in our understanding of prokaryotic physiology, it also suggests a novel and detailed hypothesis of eukaryotic origin.

The origin of eukaryotes: a protracted period of ever-increasing symbiotic dependence involving two types of intracellular coupling and more than two partners {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All eukaryotes have, or once had, nuclei and mitochondria (eukaryotes that do not have mitochondria evolved from ancestors that did \[[@CR147]--[@CR150]\]). Once achieved, this state has profound advantages. Using the cell membrane for respiration imposes a scaling limitation on cell size, in that what is using energy---cell volume---increases with the third power of size, whereas what is producing energy---cell surface area---increases with only the second \[[@CR129]\]. By internalizing energy production, mitochondria break this scaling limitation. The great regulatory complexity and large genome size of eukaryotes is believed to be impossible without the increased energy provided by internal energy organelles \[[@CR129]\] and separation of DNA from ribosomes is believed to be critical for the complex regulation of gene expression in eukaryotes \[[@CR151]--[@CR156]\]. As such, the issue isn't the advantages of the final state, but rather what series of steps could lead to it.

In considering this issue, we believe that six observations are centrally important. First, with respect to internalization in general, the large number of changes that have to occur for an internalized prokaryote to survive would seem to preclude saltatory mechanisms. Internalizations presumably instead arise from a long evolution of increased symbiosis and division of labor, and bacteria in biofilms do assume specialized functions \[[@CR157]\]. This evolution would presumably occur over time spans much longer than the lifespan of any single prokaryote assemblage. Throughout the pre-internalization period all partners therefore must be able to produce offspring that can survive separation, although the individual species do not necessarily need to be able to reproduce in isolation (i.e., they can be obligate symbionts).

Second, the first eukaryote possessed genes from multiple prokaryotic sources, both bacterial and archaeal \[[@CR10]--[@CR12], [@CR14], [@CR149], [@CR158]--[@CR165]\]. Prokaryotic genomes also show very high levels of cross-species transfer \[[@CR13], [@CR159], [@CR166]--[@CR172]\]. A mechanism promoting prokaryotic close physical association that does not depend on highly species-specific interactions, and which thus naturally gives rise to promiscuous assemblies in which extensive gene exchange among multiple species could occur, could help explain these genetic diversities.

Third, the nuclear "double membrane" (which is continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum membrane) is actually a single membrane folded upon itself in which the two layers repeatedly fuse to form membrane-lined nuclear pores that link the nucleo and cytoplasms (see below) \[[@CR173]--[@CR178]\]. Nuclear pores thus structurally differ from other cell-connecting entities such as gap junctions, in which proteins connect the two membranes, but the membranes themselves are not joined.

The nucleus is sometimes argued to have resulted from internal membranes that gradually fully enclosed the DNA \[[@CR174], [@CR179]--[@CR185]\]. A difficulty with this hypothesis is how the nuclear pores and mRNA, protein, and metabolite transfer and control mechanisms required for nuclear function evolved. Before complete enclosure of the DNA by membrane it is unclear what function these structures and processes would serve, yet at the moment of enclosure functional versions of them must be present if enclosure is not to be fatal. Consistent with this observation, nuclear pore proteins date from the last common eukaryotic ancestor \[[@CR186]--[@CR189]\]. These data, however, do not explain how they evolved in the first place. An alternative suggestion, for which there is some genetic support \[[@CR14], [@CR158], [@CR190]\], is that the nucleus arose from an endosymbiotic internalization \[[@CR115], [@CR117], [@CR191], [@CR192]\], possibly between two archaea \[[@CR21], [@CR193]\].

Fourth, nanotubes, large-diameter, fluid-filled, membrane-lined connections that can transfer both genetic material and proteins, have recently been observed to connect bacteria to bacteria and archaea to archaea \[[@CR194]--[@CR200]\]. Fifth, bacterial outer cell walls can be easily lost, requiring only two gene mutations to do so \[[@CR201]--[@CR203]\]. Sixth, mixed species assemblages such as biofilms are omnipresent and centrally important in prokaryotic ecology and evolution, with "the vast majority of bacteria in most aquatic environments grow\[ing\] within...biofilms" and "not as free-floating organisms", and "biofilms \[being\] predominant, numerically and functionally, in virtually all nutrient-sufficient aquatic ecosystems" \[[@CR157], [@CR199], [@CR204]--[@CR213]\], quotations from \[[@CR211]--[@CR213]\] \[This last phrase added in response to Reviewer 1 comment 2\].

These observations suggest a mechanistic sequence for the origin of eukaryotes. The initial step would be the evolution of mixed-species prokaryotic assemblages, primarily of proton respirers, based on the energetic benefits of close association demonstrated above. We assume that membrane-lined nanotubes were also present at this time, and that these interconnections played a central role in the extensive genetic intermixing seen in contemporary prokaryotes (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). These nanotubes address an objection that has been raised to the endosymbiotic hypothesis of nuclei \[[@CR174]\] in that they 1) naturally form membrane-lined nuclear pores linking the future nucleo- and cytoplasms without the cytosols of the proto-nucleus or proto-cytoplasm cell ever being "freely contiguous with the environment" and, 2) upon internalization, result in the folded-over structure of the nuclear membrane (see below).Figure 2**Two stages of proposed origin of eukaryotes. A)** Pre-specialization close association. Three species closely associating because of respiratory energetic benefit, but maintaining independent nutrient uptake, respiration, DNA, RNA, and protein functions. **B)** Later stage in which cells have specialized to perform certain life functions (i.e., are obligate symbionts: left cell, protein factory; right cell, DNA repository/RNA factory; bottom cell, respirer), in which cell wall expression is regulated (and would be absent during symbiotic portions of existence, dashed outer large circles), but before internalization of any entity and while each still produces separate offspring. "H^+^ DNA" and "H^+^ RNA" represent the genetic material and abilities the respiratory symbiont maintains. In both panels small double-circled entities with outward pointing arrows represent offspring.

Nanotubes are large, some 30-130 nm in diameter. In comparison, the diameter of the entire nuclear pore complex is only 120 nm and the actual pore is only 10-40 nm in diameter. Nanotubes efficiently carry large molecular weight molecules, being able to carry plastids, to transfer sufficient green fluorescent protein (a barrel-shaped protein 2.4 nm in diameter and 4.2 nm tall) to make cells not expressing the protein nonetheless fluoresce, and to transfer sufficient molecules that being coupled to an antibiotic-resistant cell can make an antibiotic-sensitive cell antibiotic resistant \[[@CR194]\]. Although not tested, the comparison between nuclear pore and nanotube diameters and nanotube abilities to transfer plastids certainly suggests that these connections could also transfer mRNA molecules. As such, we expect that there would be extensive exchange of metabolites, proteins, and mRNA between the nanotube connected cells (see below). \[This paragraph added in response to Reviewer 1 comment 11\].

Bacteria and archaea typically have cell walls, which for Gram negative bacteria also include a second lipid bilayer. Cell walls form a barrier to obtaining the energetic benefits of ever-closer association. In closely-packed assemblages many of the physical threats that cell walls presumably, in part, exist to counter may be lessened or absent. An evolutionary advantage not to have cell walls might therefore exist in cellular assemblages. A wide variety of bacteria (for references see \[[@CR201]\]), both Gram-positive and Gram-negative, can be induced to or spontaneously lose their cell walls, and in many cases are viable and reproduce in this condition, at least in cell culture \[[@CR201]--[@CR203]\]. We suggest that with time expression of cell walls would become a genetically controlled phenotype, expressed in planktonic conditions but not under appropriate conditions, e.g., in cellular assemblages.

This is an important point, as it may have relevance to how protein and ADP/ATP transfer systems between prokaryotic partners evolved, something essential to all internalization hypotheses but not, to our knowledge, an issue previously addressed in them. Bacteria and Archaea contain a number of systems for translocating proteins out of the cytoplasm across the plasma membrane \[[@CR214]\]. One of these systems, the Tat (twin-arginine translocation) system, which is present in both groups, transports folded proteins \[[@CR215], [@CR216]\]. This ability suggests Tat as a locus for the evolution of protein transport into the cytoplasm as well, a process that, given the need for protein recycling, may already be present in prokaryotes. If protein transfer across the plasma membrane can indeed be bi-directional, the disappearance of the cell wall would allow easy inter-cell protein transfer, a prerequisite for the functional specialization we propose for the proto-mitochondrion, which is not connected to the protein factory by nanotubes. Contemporary mitochondria translocate unfolded protein chains in a coordinated fashion across both membranes using the TIM/TOM system. Phylogenetic data show that no homologs of this system exist in a wide variety of bacteria \[[@CR217]\]. We therefore hypothesize this system evolved later, likely post-internalization, supported by the then permanent close apposition of the inner (originally proto-mitochodrion cell plasma membrane) and the outer (originally proto-cytoplasm cell plasma membrane) mitochondrial membranes. \[This paragraph was extensively revised in response to Reviewer 2 comment 7\].

With respect to ADP/ATP transfer, contemporary mitochondria transport ADP and ATP across the inner mitochondrial membrane using ATP/ADP translocase, an ADP/ATP antiporter (the ADP and ATP cross the outer mitochondrial membrane passively through the membrane's large diameter porin channels). If prokaryotes had similar bi-directional ADP/ATP transport mechanisms in their plasma membranes, loss of their cell walls would, just as with the protein transport described above, allow between-cell ADP/ATP exchange. However, no sequenced prokaryote has genes homologous to ATP/ADP translocase \[[@CR218]\], which is therefore believed to have evolved simultaneously with, or subsequently to, the internalization of the proto-mitochondrion cell \[[@CR217], [@CR219]--[@CR223]\]. ADP/ATP transporters have independently arisen at least twice more, once to create the transporter of chloroplasts and the obligate intracellular parasites *Rickettsiae*, *Chlamydiae*, and their relatives, and once or more in the lineages giving rise to hydrogenosomes \[[@CR223]--[@CR236]\], in all cases again not from known prokaryotic homologs.

This lack of homology for contemporary ADP/ATP transporters does not mean that the proto-mitochondrion and proto-cytoplasm cells could not have had a different ADP/ATP antiporter, or separate ADP and ATP transporters, with contemporary ADP/ATP antiporters evolving subsequently. In bacteria two processes, arginine-ornithine binding protein phosphorylation \[[@CR237]--[@CR239]\] and streptomycin adenylation \[[@CR240]--[@CR245]\], depend on periplasmic ATP. It is nonetheless commonly asserted that, except in obligate intracellular parasites, bacterial membranes do not possess ADP/ATP transporters (e.g., \[[@CR246]--[@CR248]\]). These assertions are based, however, on work measuring transport of uracil, cytosine, and thymine and their derivatives, not of ADP or ATP \[[@CR249]\]. Given the high specificity of known ADP/ATP transporters \[[@CR230], [@CR235], [@CR250]\], this work is thus not compelling. A paper whose relevance to this issue has been heretofore unremarked did show, as part of a control experiment, that *E. coli* does not take up ATP \[[@CR218]\]. This rules out an ADP/ATP antiporter in *E. coli*, but does not address whether ADP is taken up or ATP exported. We are unaware of studies of ADP or ATP transport in Archaea. However, in *Ignicoccus hospitalis*, an unusual Archaea with two membranes, respiration occurs on the outer membrane \[[@CR251]\], producing ATP in the periplasmic space. This species thus must have an ADP/ATP transporter, or separate ADP and ATP transporters, in its inner membrane.

The presence of ATP-requiring periplasmic enzymes in bacteria and of an energized outer membrane in one Archaea suggests that at least some prokaryotes have ADP/ATP transport mechanisms. If so, the loss of cell walls would allow the exchange of ADP and ATP between such cells in a close assemblage. Relevant to this issue is an argument often made against prokaryotic ADP/ATP transport, that prokaryotes seldom encounter substantial concentrations of ADP and ATP. However, cell death and lysis presumably occur in biofilms, and the small extracellular volumes and decreased fluid flow in biofilms would result in much higher concentrations of released cellular metabolites than in planktonic conditions. In these cell assemblages ADP and ATP transport might thus be much more beneficial. Regardless, all origin-of-eukaryotes hypotheses require evolution of ADP/ATP transport systems. We simply place these as evolving during the period of close association among the proto-entities driven by the energetic benefit of close association we have described. \[The last three paragraphs are either completely new, or were extensively altered, in response to Reviewer 1 comment 12 and Reviewer 2 comment 6\].

These arguments provide a mechanism for the evolution of symbiotically-linked prokaryotic ecologies characterized by extensive gene interchange and coupled protein and energy exchange systems. A functional consequence of this mutualism is that the functions of each cell are duplicated by others in the assemblage. This duplication has exactly the same freeing effect as does gene duplication, in which the duplication allows one of the genes to evolve, presumably in many cases through intermediate forms involving loss of function, to code for new proteins because the other member of the pair continues to perform the original gene's function.

For instance, if one cell is exporting a given protein into the extracellular space and the others can take it up, the gene coding for this protein in the other cells can mutate or be deleted without deleterious effect on the other cells. Similarly, some cells could cease to produce ATP, instead depending on others to do so. One cell of a nanotube-connected pair could lose the gene for a given protein but still produce it, in the first cell's own cytoplasm, if the relevant mRNA was transferred through the nanotubes from the cell that still had the gene. Exactly the same logic would allow the cell producing the mRNA to lose the ability to translate mRNA (e.g., to lose its ribosomes), instead depending on the coupled cell to do so, with the resulting proteins being transferred back to the first cell (the proto-nucleus) via the nanotubes. Extreme genome reductions are indeed seen in many symbiotic bacteria \[[@CR252]\]. Strikingly, such reductions can involve whole classes of metabolites: in the co-evolved insect bacterial symbionts *Boumannia cicadellinicola* and *Sulcia muelleri*, *B. cicadellinicola* is the primary synthesizer of vitamins and their cofactors and lacks most amino acid synthetic pathways whereas *S. muelleri* is the primary synthesizer of amino acids \[[@CR253]\]. For further discussion of why duplication of function leads to loss of function in one of the entities duplicating the function, see Reviewer 1 comment 11.

This duplication of function would allow cells to specialize to perform specific tasks, e.g., one a protein factory (using mRNAs produced by another partner), nutrient gatherer, and producer of pyruvate (for transfer to the ATP-producing respiring partner); one a genetic repository that produces mRNA but depends on the protein factory for proteins and the respiring partner for ATP; one an ATP producer that depends on the other two for pyruvate and most of its proteins (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). This specialization of function answers one objection to the nucleus having an endosymbiotic origin \[[@CR174]\], in that it explains the loss of ATP-generating ability in nuclear membranes as arising in exactly the same way as the eukaryotic plasma membrane lost its ATP-generating ability. Intriguingly, sorting eukaryotic open reading frames into whether they are involved in nuclear, mitochondrial, or cytoplasmic function and comparing these frames with prokaryote genes suggests that nuclear, mitochondrial, and cytoplasm related genes have different origins (nuclear: archaea; mitochondria: α-proteobacteria; cytoplasm: multiple prokaryotic lineages) \[[@CR14]\].

It is important to stress the incrementalism and lack of species-specificity of this hypothesis. That is, all degrees of mutualism are possible, from organisms fully capable of living planktonically but which possess inducible gene sequences that increase the advantages of close association when it occurs, to obligate symbionts incapable of fulfilling all life functions (e.g., that cannot produce proteins) in isolation. Importantly, in the latter case the organisms could still produce planktonically-dispersing offspring, which would reproduce after they had found the appropriate partners and re-established a mutualism. Similarly, since the energetic advantages we propose exist for all proton-respiring species, an extremely diverse net of mutualistic species sets can evolve. This is a strong advantage of this proposal, in that it predicts a vast seed-bed of different degrees of mutualism across wide ranges of species, thus forming a substrate conducive to the evolution of a very large number of different types of symbiosis. For a further discussion of this aspect of our hypothesis, see Reviewer 1 comment 9.

We propose that from this hotbed of innovation one such mutualism led to eukaryotes. Modern eukaryotes can be summarized as tri-compartment: one that interacts with the environment and is a protein and pyruvate factory (cell membrane and cytoplasm), one that is a gene repository and mRNA factory (nucleus), and one that is an energy factory (mitochondria). The nucleoplasm and cytoplasm are connected by membrane-lined channels whereas mitochondria have true double membranes and use proteins to transport ADP/ATP and protein across the membranes. We propose that this tripartite organization reflects the mutualism from which it evolved: two prokaryotes (proto-cytoplasm and proto-nucleus) linked with nanotubes and a third (proto-mitochondrion) connected to the other two with prokaryotic anchoring molecules \[[@CR204], [@CR254]--[@CR264]\]. The cytoplasms of the nanotube-connected cells were thus in contact but that of the proto-mitochondrion cell remained separate.

The mutualism was first supported solely by the energetic benefits of close association with all partners capable of living planktonically. However, once the above topology is established, life functions of the nanotube-connected cells are redundant in that loss of function in one can be compensated for by the other. For instance, loss of transcription in the proto-protein factory would not be fatal since the proto gene repository can supply the mRNA the protein factory can no long make, nor would be loss of translation in the gene repository cell since it can obtain its proteins from the protein factory translating its mRNAs. Loss of translation in the gene repository would also allow gene regulatory mechanisms incompatible with translation to evolve.

For the proto-energy factory the lack of cytoplasm-to-cytoplasm connections means that redundancy requires evolution of inter-cell protein and metabolite (particularly ADP/ATP) transport systems. Transport systems for proteins and many metabolites exist in prokaryotic inner cell membranes. As explained above, whether prokaryotes other than obligate parasites have ADP/ATP transporters has not been well investigated, but the evolution of such systems is required for all internalization-based hypotheses of mitochondrial origin. Given the genetic evidence that mitochondria are internalized bacteria, at some point such transporters did evolve in at least mitochondrial ancestors. At this time the other two cells can lose respiratory function because their ATP is supplied by the energy factory. The energy factory can progressively lose other functions as transport systems to replace them with metabolites and proteins from the other two cells evolve. This period of increasing mutualism among still-separate cells also allows time for ever more complex inter-cell communication and regulatory pathways to evolve, building on the inter-cellular chemical communication pathways known to exist in biofilms \[[@CR157], [@CR208], [@CR265]--[@CR267]\]. As time progresses all three organisms thus become obligate symbionts.

At this time all three species would continue to produce offspring by independent binary fission. However, because of the species' obligate mutualism, each species' offspring would be life-incompetent in isolation, and to reproduce would need to form new mutualistic assemblages with offspring of the other two species. *Vampirococcus*\[[@CR108]\] and *Micavibrio*\[[@CR107]\] reproduce by binary fission while attached to their prey, demonstrating that at least some bacteria can reproduce while attached to other cells. *Vampirococcus* and *Micavibrio*, and wild-type *Bdellovibrio*, are also obligate parasites \[[@CR107], [@CR108]\], incapable of being cultured, that is, of reproducing, in isolation. As such, they are analogous to the incompetent offspring we suggest above, presumably some of which would leave the vicinity of the parent mutualism and planktonically disperse, forming distant new mutualistic cell assemblages when planktonic cells of the three species managed again to find each other. It is admittedly more difficult for three organisms to find each another than two. Nonetheless, the existence of *Vampirococcus*, *Micavibrio*, and wild-type *Bdellovibrio* is proof that at least some prokaryote species that must find other species to reproduce are ecologically viable (that is, natural conditions are not so harsh that the dispersive, reproductive-incompetent forms are destroyed before finding their prey).The final step is internalization of the proto-nucleus and proto-mitochondrion cells into the cytoplasmic (protein factory) cell (Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The evolutionary pressure for the protein factory to increasingly surround the ATP producer is clear, as this means that it can obtain all the ATP produced and thus receive all the benefit of the proteins, pyruvate, and ADP it is providing to the ATP producer. It is advantageous to the proto-mitochondrion in two ways. First, it means that the proto-mitochondrion can now obtain all the proteins, pyruvate, and ADP that the protein factory is exporting. Second, the energetic benefit we have described only applies to a membrane bordering a limited volume. Prior to full enclosure, there is always an exit to the larger environment from the lumen surrounding the proto-mitochondrion cell. Because diffusion is slow, there will nonetheless always be a greater extracellular proton concentration than if the proto-mitochondrion cell were planktonic. However, full enclosure will limit the total external volume of the proto-mitochondrion cell to that of the lumen between the proto-mitochondrion cell membrane and the membrane of the surrounding proto-cytoplasm cell. Full enclosure of the proto-mitochondrion thus increases the energetic benefit we have described. \[These last sentences explaining in detail why internalization would increase proto-mitochondrion cell energetic benefit were added in response to Reviewer 1 comments 9 and 16\].Figure 3**Internalization of the proto-mitochondrion cell. A1)** Initial stage before proto-cytoplasmic cell has begun to surround proto-mitochondrion cell. **A2)** Intermediate stage at which proto-cytoplasmic cell has largely surrounded proto-mitochondrion cell. **A3)** Full internalization; proto-mitochondrion cell is now a mitochondrion; the two cells are now a single cell that possesses a respiratory organelle. The cell membrane of the proto-mitochondrion becomes the inner mitochondrial membrane and the outer mitochondrial membrane is derived from the cell membrane of the proto-cytoplasm cell. These are one-dimensional slices through the cells; in three dimensions the proto-cytoplasm cell surrounds the proto-mitochondrion cell on all sides. Filled arrows in A1-A3 represent non-respiratory (e.g., Na/K ATPase) pump activity. These pumps pump Na and Ca out of the cytoplasm into the external medium or lumen, and K out of the external medium or lumen into the cytoplasm. As the proto-cytoplasm cell surrounds the proto-mitochondrion cell, these pumps would thus automatically (i.e., without any change in their orientation in the membrane) work so as to maintain an external-like (high Na and Ca, low K) ionic environment in the lumen separating the cells. "L" shaped lines represent cell anchoring proteins. **B1)** Electron micrograph showing how the inner membrane enclosed entity of contemporary mitochondria can divide separately from the outer mitochondrial membrane, just as would a prokaryote enclosed by the membrane of another prokaryote. Figure taken with permission from \[[@CR320]\]. **B2)** Tracing showing the membrane disposition in B1.Figure 4**Internalization of the proto-nucleus. A)** Schematic showing that the nuclear membrane is a single membrane due to the membrane-lined nuclear pores. **B1)** Initial stage before proto-cytoplasmic cell has begun to surround proto-nucleus cell. **B2)** Intermediate stage at which proto-cytoplasmic cell has largely surrounded proto-nucleus cell. **B3)** Full internalization; proto-nucleus is now a nucleus; the two cells are now a single cell that possesses a nucleus. These are one-dimensional slices through the cells; in three dimensions the proto-cytoplasm cell surrounds the proto-nucleus cell on all sides. Filled arrows in B1-B3 represent non-respiratory (e.g., Na/K ATPase) pump activity. These pumps pump Na and Ca out of the cytoplasm into the external medium or lumen, and K out of the external medium or lumen into the cytoplasm. As the proto-cytoplasm cell surrounds the proto-nucleus cell, these pumps would thus automatically (i.e., without any change in their orientation in the membrane) work so as to maintain an external-like (high Na and Ca, low K) ionic environment in the lumen separating the cells. "L" shaped lines represent cell anchoring proteins; lines are grey because it is possible the nanotubes alone could provide the physical support for internalization. Nanotubes are represented by the grey connections between the cells. Because these drawings are slices through the cell, it appears that the nanotubes separate the lumen into compartments. However, because these are tubes, the lumen is actually continuous (see Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}B2).

With respect to the proto-nucleus, since mRNA, protein, and ADP/ATP transfer are being mediated by the nanotube/proto-nuclear pores, preventing their loss to the extracellular medium is not an issue. These transfers are, however, limited by the number of nanotube/proto-nuclear pores. This bottleneck can be reduced by increasing their number, which would be maximized by internalization. Note that this pathway for nuclear internalization solves all the problems about nuclear origin raised earlier: transcription and translation become automatically separated as the proto-cytoplasm cell loses DNA function, and the nuclear pores are always present and thus no mechanism to explain their evolving at some stage of partial DNA enclosure by internal membranes need be proposed. For further discussion of this issue, see author reply to Reviewer 1 comment 9.

With respect to the mechanics of the internalization, contemporary prokaryotes adhere to non-biological surfaces primarily due to hydrophobicity \[[@CR204], [@CR210], [@CR211], [@CR266]\] and to each other due to specific interactions between cell-surface adhesive molecules \[[@CR204], [@CR254]--[@CR264]\]. The energetic benefits of close association we identified above would provide a selective advantage to the evolution of adhesive molecules. We therefore assume that during the early stages of our proposed hypothesis these molecules were already present. These molecules would originally have been on the cell walls. We therefore posit that, after the cell walls were lost, these adhesion molecules became expressed on the plasma membranes.At this point these adhesion molecules and the nanotubes could form a physical mechanism supporting internalization of the proto-mitochondrion and proto-nucleus cells as follows. Imagine a mutation that allows the proto-cytoplasm cell to grow larger. Assuming each cell is expressing anchor proteins over all its surface, this would allow the proto-cytoplasm cell's increased cell membrane to "zipper" along the surface of the proto-mitochondrion cell, a process made easier by the lack of a rigid cell wall. At each stage of this process the lumen between the two cells becomes more separated from the larger external volume, increasing the amount of proto-mitochondrion cell surface that has the most energetically beneficial respiration, and decreasing loss of metabolites being transferred between the two to the larger external volume (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A1-A3). The nuclear pores alone, but also likely in conjunction with anchoring proteins, would work in exactly the same way to direct proto-cytoplasm cell membrane around the proto-nucleus cell (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}B1-B3), with the benefit to both cells being the increased metabolite traffic that increased numbers of nanotubes would provide. See Reviewer 1 comment 14 for further discussion of this issue.

Relevant to this point, the plasma membranes of bacteria without cell walls are non-rigid, which could facilitate one cell wrapping around another. Bacteria without cell walls can also be very large (in some cases "larger than human cells" \[[@CR201]\]), which might also provide the necessary internal volume for one cell to internalize another without suffering deleterious effects. It is likely that at least one of the proto-cytoplasm and proto-nucleus cells, or both, were Archaea. It is unknown if Archaea can be induced or spontaneously lose their cell walls. However, some Archaea naturally lack cell walls \[[@CR268]--[@CR270]\], and thus they are not an life requirement for this group. In summary, cell anchoring proteins and nanotubes, coupled with a lack of cell walls, could provide the physical connections necessary for internalization of one cell by another. \[We thank Reviewers 1 (comment 9) and 2 (comments 4 and 5) for raising this issue\].

As an intermediate stage in this process, when the three species were obligate symbionts but before permanent internalization of the proto-nucleus and proto-mitochondrion cells, it is possible that the internalization was reversible. In this scenario the proto-nucleus and proto-mitochondrion cells would be essentially or completely internalized by the proto-cytoplasm cell each time the cells came together to form a new symbiotic unit, but the internalization could be reversed when environmental conditions made the symbiosis no longer useful or to allow the cells to produce offspring. This close association would make the ionic and metabolic content of the lumens between the proto-cytoplasm cell and the proto-nucleus cell, and between the proto-cytoplasm cell and the proto-mitochondrion cell, largely or completely under the control of the ion and metabolic trans-membrane transport systems of the three cells. This scenario would allow the three cells to incrementally develop trans-membrane transport systems that maintained appropriate lumen contents, thus obviating at any stage in the evolutionary process a discontinuous jump at which multiple cellular processes must simultaneously change for permanent internalization to succeed. \[We thank Reviewer 2 (comment 3) for raising this issue\].We thus propose an origin of eukaryotes that begins with the energetic advantages of close association and in which duplication of function among the symbionts incrementally leads to specialization, obligate symbiosis, and eventual internalization of two of the symbionts (Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This hypothesis combines multiple heretofore disparate observations into a unified framework, explains several puzzling aspects of prokaryote physiology, and makes a number of testable predictions.

 Genetic evidence suggests that eukaryotes combine bacterial and archaeal genomes, yet bacteria and archaea membranes have different lipids (eukaryotes have bacterial type membranes) \[[@CR271]\]. For de-novo evolution of nuclei in mitochondria-containing proto-eukaryotes that had already obtained archaeal genes, this disparity is not a problem, as these hypotheses assume the proto-eukaryote had bacteria-type membranes. Indeed, this disparity is an argument against an internalization-based origin of the nucleus, as, given the number of proteins in cell membranes and the likely importance of lipid milieu for protein function, it is difficult to understand how membrane lipid composition could change while maintaining membrane protein function. Our division of function hypothesis, with its assumption that the proto-nucleus became deficient in certain life functions before internalization, provides a solution for this difficulty, in that a transition period in which its membrane proteins had reduced functionality would not necessarily be fatal if its symbiotic partners were providing it with proteins, ATP, and other metabolites. It is also possible that the nanotubes, a central component of our hypothesis, with their fusion of membranes of different cells, contributed to this transition. See Reviewer 1 comment 13 for further discussion of this issue. Given the genetic evidence of bacterial and archaeal genes in eukaryotes, our hypothesis requires that bacteria and archaea can form nanotube connections. Nanotube connections can occur between very distantly related bacteria (*B. subtilis*, Gram positive, Firmicute and *E. coli*, Gram negative, Proteobacteria) \[[@CR194]\], but it is unknown if nanotubes form between different archaeal species, or between bacteria and archaea. Observation of bacteria to archaea nanotube connections would be consistent with our hypothesis. Bacteria and archaea do form mixed assemblages \[[@CR208], [@CR272], [@CR273]\] and gene transfer from bacteria to archaea has occurred \[[@CR170]\]. Given the large diameters of nanotubes, it would not be surprising if mechanisms to regulate transport through them have evolved. Given that we hypothesize these connections are the precursors of nuclear pores, we would predict that nuclear pore proteins have bacterial and archaeal homologs, a prediction borne out by phylogenetic work \[[@CR156], [@CR186]\]. The cellular localization of these homolog proteins is unknown, but if they are associated with bacterial and archaeal nanotubes, this again would support our hypothesis. Internalization of a proto-nucleus cell by a proto-cytoplasm cell when both are interconnected by nanotubes will result in a folded single membrane invaginated over its surface by nanotube/proto nuclear pores linking the cytoplasms of the two cells, precisely what is observed in modern eukaryotes (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In later stages this invagination could result in an almost completely internalized proto-nucleus cell connected to the external medium with a long, membrane bound "tail" filled with external medium. Such a tail could have evolved into endoplasmic reticulum (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), particularly if nanotubes could form across it to stabilize it. Structures that appear to be identical to nuclear pores can span the endoplasmic reticulum lumen \[[@CR274]--[@CR281]\], and the endoplasmic reticulum does make close-apposition contacts with the plasma membrane in contemporary eukaryotes \[[@CR282]--[@CR298]\].Figure 5**Origin of endoplasmic reticulum. A)** Cross-section schematic showing that the endoplasmic reticulum is an outgrowth of the "outer" nuclear membrane and makes close appositions with the plasma membrane. Note that this outgrowth does not alter how the nuclear pores connect the cyto- and nucleoplasms. **B1)** Schematic showing how in the late stage of proto-nucleus cell internalization, an exterior-medium filled "tail" continuous with the lumen surrounding the proto-nucleus cell could form. Dashed lines show how the tail would eventually be separated from the external medium by fusion of proto-cytoplasm cell membrane. Filled arrows represent non-respiratory (e.g., Na/K ATPase) pump activity. These pumps pump Na and Ca out of the cytoplasm into the external medium or lumen, and K out of the external medium or lumen into the cytoplasm. As the proto-cytoplasm cell surrounds the proto-nucleus cell, these pumps would thus automatically (i.e., without any change in their orientation in the membrane) work so as to maintain an external-like (high Na and Ca, low K) ionic environment in the lumen separating the cells. "L" shaped lines represent cell anchoring proteins; lines are grey because the nanotubes alone possibly could provide the physical support for internalization. Nanotubes are represented by the grey connections between the cells. Because this drawing is a slice through the cells, it appears that the nanotubes separate the lumen into compartments. However, because the nanotubes are cylinders, the lumen is actually continuous (see B2). **B2)** Three dimensional drawing of a thick slice (a slab) through the cells at stage B1 showing how the lumen and tail form a single, contiguous compartment. B1 and B2 are slices through the cells; in full three dimensional drawings, the proto-cytoplasm cell would surround the proto-nucleus cell on all sides and the tail would be a pipe-like structure.

 The lumen between the inner and outer nuclear membranes (continuous with the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum) has a high Na, high Ca, low K composition qualitatively similar (in comparison to the low Na, low Ca, high K concentrations of cytoplasm) to seawater \[[@CR299]--[@CR304]\]. This is precisely the situation that would result from a proto-cytoplasmic cell internalizing a nanotube-bound proto-nucleus cell. Moreover, the non-respiratory ion pumps in each entity's cell walls would function---pumping Na and Ca from the cyto- and nucleoplasm to the lumen, pumping K from the lumen to the cyto- and nucleoplasm; arrows, Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}B1-B3, Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}B1---such that, after the internalization, extracellular-type ion composition would be automatically maintained in the lumen. In contemporary nuclei, this function is fulfilled by appropriately oriented Na/K ATPase and Na/Ca exchanger proteins that pump Na and Ca from the nucleo- and cytoplasm to the lumen and K from the lumen to the nucleo- and cytoplasm \[[@CR305]\]. Consistent with this observation, in the one case in which it has been examined (large-conductance ion channels in the nuclear membranes in Purkinje neurons), the channels in the inner and outer membrane are inserted such that in each membrane they have the same orientation relative to the lumen (i.e., they "point" exactly as do the arrows in Figures [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR304]\]. This resolves the difficulty noted in the Background about internalization interfering with all processes that depend on ion gradients across the membrane of the internalized cell, as in our hypothesis these gradients would be automatically maintained post-internalization---from the point of view of the proto-nucleus cell, it would still be surrounded by an external ionic environment. Indeed, from the point of view of contemporary nuclei, these one to two billion years after their origin, they are still surrounded by an external ionic environment. It is intriguing to note that, even in non-neuronal tissues, nuclear inner membranes (in our hypothesis the cell membrane of the proto-nucleus cell) have voltage gated ion channels \[[@CR177], [@CR304], [@CR306]--[@CR308]\]. As we have explained in detail earlier, such channels cannot function correctly without proper trans-membrane ion gradients. The automatic maintenance of external-like ion concentrations in the lumen that our internalization hypothesis provides thus means that the ion channels of the proto-nucleus cell would continue to function post-internalization. It is thus possible that contemporary nuclear channels have been continuously maintained since the origin of eukaryotes, and may fulfill some of the same physiological functions in nuclei as they originally did in prokaryotes. The "external-like" ion concentrations of the lumen are a possible advantage for mutations maintaining the proto-endoplasmic reticulum tail mentioned earlier. Due to this external-like ion environment, all cell plasma membrane processes that depend on the ion gradient across this membrane, or on external ion absolute concentrations, can be replicated on the surface of the tail. For instance, prokaryote \[Ca\]~in~ is tightly regulated; many prokaryotic cell membrane Ca transport systems, including voltage-gated Ca channels, are known; and Ca regulates many prokaryotic physiological processes \[[@CR55], [@CR57]--[@CR59], [@CR309]--[@CR313]\]. In prokaryotes the primary Ca reservoir is presumably the surrounding sea water (in Gram-negative bacteria the cell wall actually concentrates Ca from the sea water \[[@CR312]\]).Most prokaryotes are small enough that Ca transfer across the cell membrane would likely change Ca concentration throughout the cytoplasm. However, as the proto-cytoplasm cell surrounds the other cells, it necessarily would grow larger and develop a complicated shape, both of which could lead to diffusion limiting the effects of Ca transported across the cell membrane. The presence of an internal membrane-bound Ca reservoir, such as the tail we propose, would obviate this difficulty by providing a membrane system that could bring an "external-like" Ca concentration to any location in the cell (just as with the other ions, the Ca regulatory systems on the membranes of the proto-cytoplasm and proto-nucleus cells would ensure that the lumen had an extracellular-like (high) Ca concentration.) Eukaryotic endoplasmic reticulum serves as just a high concentration Ca reservoir \[[@CR303], [@CR314]--[@CR319]\]. Such a system could similarly underlie transport of a variety of molecules throughout the increasingly complicated cell geometry. Indeed, the advantages of an internal membrane system are so profound that we have not found in other papers dealing with its evolution any question of why such a system would be advantageous. The difficulty, rather, is what physical mechanism could have given rise to it. The internalization process we have described provides such a mechanism. \[These last three paragraphs added in response to Reviewer 1 comment 9\]. The mitochondrial inner membrane is not surrounded by a high Na, low K environment because of the high permeability of the outer mitochondrial membrane. In our hypothesis, however, the originally internalized proto-mitochondrion would be surrounded by an inner membrane of bacterial origin and an outer membrane of host origin, each oriented such that their membrane pumps would maintain a high Na, low K inter-membrane environment. This would allow the internalized proto-mitochondrion cell to continue to function during subsequent evolution of high permeability in the outer mitochondrial membrane, and of an inner membrane that no longer required a high Na, low K outside environment to function. Most mitochondrial work is performed in higher eukaryotes. Less permeable outer membranes and regulated inter-membrane ion concentrations may still be present in lower eukaryotes. If so, this would be consistent with our hypothesis. Our hypothesis, in which no membrane coupling ever occurs between the proto-cytoplasm cell and the proto-mitochondrion cell, is consistent with present membrane structure and processing in mitochondria, in which the inner membrane can divide independently of the outer membrane (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B1,B2) \[[@CR320]\], and the two membranes use different division mechanisms (the outer membrane dividing as do eukaryotic cell membranes and the inner membrane dividing as do bacterial cell membranes) \[[@CR321]\]. This is precisely the arrangement predicted by Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}A1-A3. Our hypothesis assumes protein and ADP/ATP transport existed in the pre-internalization stages. Protein transport across prokaryotic membranes does exist but ADP/ATP transport has not been tested for except in obligate intracellular parasitic bacteria. Finding such transport, and symbioses based upon it, would support our hypothesis. In our hypothesis proto-cytoplasm cell: proto-nucleus cell interactions would be dominated by exchanges through membrane-lined, fluid-filled tubes through which mRNA, proteins, and other metabolites diffuse. Proto-cytoplasm cell:proto mitochondrion cell interactions, alternatively, would require mechanisms, e.g., protein transport molecules, that can cross lipid bilayers. Present day mechanisms underlying interactions (e.g., protein exchange) between the cytoplasm and nucleus (pores), and between the cytoplasm and mitochondria (TIM/TOM), are very different. Our hypothesis naturally explains this difference as arising from the interaction difference present in the original symbiosis. We thank Reviewer 2 (comment 1) for raising this issue. We hypothesize that cell wall loss occurred before internalization. Demonstration that Archaea can be induced or spontaneously lose their cell walls and remain viable, as can bacteria, would be consistent with our hypothesis. Eukaryotes divide by closed or open mitosis, closed meaning that the nuclear membrane does not dissolve during mitosis and open meaning that it does \[[@CR322]--[@CR334]\]. Higher eukaryotes use only open division, but unicellular eukaryotes use both. In our hypothesis the internalized nucleus presumably would originally divide independently of the cytoplasm compartment, similar to the situation in contemporary mitochondria. We therefore predict that closed division is ancestral. If so, this removes the final objection to the nuclear endosymbiotic hypothesis---that it requires the existence of free-living prokaryotes whose plasma membranes dissolve during division \[[@CR174]\]. We are unaware of data describing the mechanism of division in closed nuclei. If, as with the inner mitochondrial membrane, the mechanism differs from that used for the plasma membrane, this would be consistent with the nucleus being an internalized cell. Many protists have multiple nuclei. In many of these species the nuclei divide asynchronously, likely regulated by cytoplasm volume \[[@CR335]\]. Assuming that resource availability from the proto-cytoplasm cell was a limiting factor in proto-nucleus division, this is precisely the post-internalization situation our hypothesis would predict. We predict that asynchronous, cytoplasmic-resource-limited division is the ancestral condition. Our hypothesis predicts that it should be energetically advantageous for proton-respirers to be in situations in which extracellular volume is minimized, either by other cells or when growing in small spaces such as rock pores and similarly constrained microhabitats. This advantage should not occur for sodium respirers. Ancestral respiration likely used sodium or protons interchangeably, with proton-specific respiration being acquired later \[[@CR180]\]. There is no obvious benefit for such specialization in planktonic respiration, but, in our hypothesis, a clear benefit for proton-pumping species that physically closely associate. This benefit may thus have been a selective pressure for evolution of proton-specific respiration in closely-associating species. Our hypothesis predicts that close association is beneficial due to an increase in the concentration-dependent term of the proton motive force equation. We predict that treatments interfering with this term (i.e., that reduce the pH gradient) will be more deleterious to prokaryotes in biofilms than to the same prokaryotes while planktonic. The energetic benefits of close association depend on acidification of the external medium. We predict that biofilm extracellular volume will be acidic relative to the bulk medium in which the biofilm exists. This acidification is not extreme, but it is a change in external conditions with which, under our hypothesis, biofilm prokaryotes must cope. We predict that biofilm-forming prokaryotic cell membrane proteins either have evolved to function across the predicted extracellular pH range (8 for the planktonic form to perhaps 6.5 in a biofilm), or that regulatory mechanisms exist in biofilm-forming prokaryotes that alter their membrane proteins to function in more acidic conditions when in biofilms. Species in which lack of cell walls is an inducible condition, and in which close association triggers this condition, would be consistent with our hypothesis. Our hypothesis predicts that obligate-symbiont species will evolve that are, in planktonic form, incapable of essential life functions. Large percentages (\>90, with some estimates as great as 99.99) of marine prokaryotes cannot be cultured \[[@CR336]--[@CR340]\]. A possible explanation for this observation is that they cannot be cultured because they lack their required symbiont. An example of such dependence is shown by *Nanoarchaeum equitans*, which has a much reduced genome and cannot survive except in association with *Ignicoccus hospitalis*\[[@CR21], [@CR193], [@CR207], [@CR341]\]. Similar dependence, in some cases extending to different bacteria fulfilling different functions, and genome reduction, is also seen in other obligate bacterial symbioses \[[@CR162], [@CR252], [@CR253], [@CR342], [@CR343]\]. Some of these symbioses may involve specialization of function along the lines of energy factory, protein factory, and DNA repository/mRNA factory described above. If so, one of these symbioses could be part of the lineage that led to eukaryotes. Species identification in prokaryotes is controversial \[[@CR344]--[@CR346]\]. Regardless, prokaryotes show wide genetic diversity. We predict that this diversity exists not only because of the wide range of physical habitats that prokaryotes inhabit, but also in part due to specializations that support close-association symbioses with other prokaryotes (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Some of these symbiotic pairings will, by our hypothesis, become the obligate symbiont pairs (circles, Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) from which we propose internalization arises.Figure 6**Theoretical implications for prokaryotic ecology and prokaryotic genetic diversity of hypotheses proposed here.** The irregular shapes filled with different hatching represent different groups of related species; their extended shapes symbolize each group's genetic diversity. The regions of overlap are subsets of each group genetically specialized to form symbiotic relationships with species in other groups. The circles connected to certain overlaps by dashed lines represent obligatorily symbiotic species, one from each group, that have lost the ability to fulfill complimentary life functions, and thus can reproduce (and be cultured) only as pairs.

 In addition to mitochondria and chloroplasts, two examples of internalized prokaryotes are γ-proteobacteria living in β-proteobacteria \[[@CR110]--[@CR113]\] and a deep sea prokaryote that contains other prokaryotes, identified solely from electron micrographs \[[@CR114]\] and in which all entities are of unknown taxonomic group (i.e., bacterial or archaeal). In the latter case the internalized prokaryotes have single membranes and the DNA is partially surrounded by a single membrane. Both cases fundamentally differ from the eukaryotic situation, in which mitochondria are surrounded by double membranes of different evolutionary origin (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}B1,B2) and the nucleus is surrounded by a single membrane folded upon itself (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Our energetics hypothesis, promoting close physical association of all proton-respiring prokaryotes, provides a mechanism from which many different types of symbioses could develop, and thus potentially for many different types of internalizations. The success of eukaryotes presumably does not arise solely from the mere fact of cell internalization, but from a particularly felicitous division of labor among the cells. As such, the search for the prokaryotic ancestors of eukaryotes should focus not only on internalization, but also on identifying symbioses that foreshadow this particular division of labor.

Conclusions {#Sec6}
===========

We have shown that close physical association should be energetically beneficial for prokaryotes using proton-based respiration. This benefit may be a driving force for the formation of prokaryotic multicellular assemblages such as biofilms. Close physical association is required for internalization-based hypotheses of eukaryotic origin, and thus this benefit may also have helped drive this event. This benefit, coupled with the recent discovery of prokaryotic nanotubes, allowed us to propose a novel hypothesis of eukaryotic origin in which functional specialization of obligately-symbiotic prokaryotes into protein factory, energy factory, and DNA repository/RNA factory preceded internalization of the energy factory (mitochondrion) and DNA repository/RNA factory (nucleus) by the protein factory (cytoplasm). These hypotheses naturally explain the inability to culture many marine prokaryotes as monocultures; the unique structure of the nuclear envelope; the different ion concentrations of cytoplasm and nuclear/endoplasmic reticulum lumen; the different evolutionary origins of the inner and outer mitochondrial membranes; the disparate origins of gene reading frames associated with nuclear, mitochondrial, and cytoplasmic functions; and the presence of nuclear pore protein homologs in prokaryotes. They also make a large number of testable hypotheses, including that pH gradient differences should assume increasing respiratory importance for proton-respiring prokaryotes as extracellular volume decreases, that some prokaryotic genetic diversity exists precisely to support close-association symbiosis, that ADP/ATP transfer systems should exist in at least some non-parasitic prokaryotes, and that closed division and multiple nuclei are ancestral conditions.

Methods {#Sec7}
=======

It is most convenient to use the proton motor force equation in its pH form:

where *z* = 1; *R* is the gas constant, 1.99 × 10^-3^ kCal/(mol∙°K); *T* is temperature, 298 °K; *F* is Faraday's constant, 23.1 kCal/(mol∙Volt); and the "2.3" transforms natural logarithms into base 10. 2.3∙*R*∙*T*/*F* equals 0.059 Volts. ΔΨ is the voltage induced by proton transfer across the membrane by the respiratory chain. The membrane is a capacitor. Membrane voltage is thus transferred charge divided by membrane capacitance. Each proton transfers 1.6 × 10^-19^ Coulomb, biological membranes have a capacitance of 2 × 10^-2^ Farad/m^2^, and thus

where ^\#^*H* is number of protons transferred, *A* is membrane area, and the negative sign is because protons transferred from inside to outside make the cell inside-negative.

For the *pH* terms of the equation, it is necessary to account for the volume and buffering capacity of the cell's interior and exterior. Cytoplasm buffering capacity is expressed as a function of cell protein content. Marine bacterial protein content (*B*~*PC*~) is given by

where *V*~*C*~ is cell volume \[[@CR347]\]. Converting to grams and cubic meters gives

Bacterial buffering capacity (nmol H^+^/mg protein necessary to change pH 1 unit) ranges from 20 to 400 and shows no correlation with whether the bacterial habitat is gut, soil, freshwater, marine, alkaline, or acidic \[[@CR133]\]. Buffering depends on pH, in all cases being least at pH 7-8. Since seawater pH is 8, we used the mean (150) of the values in this range, which corresponds to 1.5 × 10^-4^ mol H^+^/g protein/pH unit. Multiplying by the amount of protein per bacterium given above (*B*~*PC*~) gives a buffer capacity per cell of mol H^+^/pH unit. Multiplying by 6 × 10^23^ H^+^/mol gives H^+^ transferred from the cell to increase *pH*~*in*~ one unit. The *pH*~*in*~ increase per transferred H^+^ is the inverse, . Assuming *pH*~*in*~ is that of sea water (8) before respiration begins, *pH*~*in*~ is thus .

At pH 7.5-8 the buffering capacity of sea water is approximately 0.36 mmol H^+^/liter per pH unit \[[@CR134]\], 0.36 mol H^+^/m^3^/pH unit. The buffering capacity of the shell surrounding the cell is thus 0.36 ∙ *V*~*s*~ mol H^+^/pH unit, or 2.2 × 10^23^*V*~*s*~ H^+^/pH unit, where *V*~*s*~ is shell volume. The *pH*~*out*~ decrease per transferred H^+^ is hence . Assuming *pH*~*out*~ is 8 before respiration begins, *pH*~*out*~ is thus

Substituting ΔΨ, *pH*~*in*~, and *pH*~*out*~ into the proton motor force equation gives

where the first term is membrane capacitive charging and the second is due to the pH gradient. Solving for ^\#^*H* gives

For an infinite gap, is zero. In the planktonic condition the above equation thus becomes

For cocci *A* = 4 ∙ π ∙ *r*^2^, *V*~*C*~ = 4/3 ∙ π ∙ *r*^3^, and *V*~*s*~ = 4/3 ∙ π ∙ ((*r* + *gap*)^3^ - *r*^3^), where *r* is radius. For bacilli we assumed a cylinder with radius *r* and length *L* -- 2 ∙ *r* capped with hemispheres of radius *r* (and thus a total bacillus length of *L*). *r* was always 0.17 ∙ *L*. Bacillus *A* is the surface area of the cylinder without end membrane (2 ∙ π ∙ *r* ∙ (*L* -- 2 ∙ *r*)) plus 2 times hemisphere area (4 ∙ π ∙ *r*^2^), for a total of 2 ∙ π ∙ *r* ∙ *L*. Bacillus *V*~*C*~ is cylinder volume (*π* ⋅ *r*^2^ ⋅ (*L* - 2 ⋅ *r*)), plus 2 times hemisphere volume (4/3 ∙ π ∙ *r*^3^), for a total of Bacillus *V*~*s*~ is this expression subtracted from the same expression with (*r* + *gap*) substituted for *r* and *L* +2 ∙ *gap* substituted for *L*,

In all cases Δ*p* = -0.2 volt. Cocci *r* were 2.5 × 10^-7^, 0.5 × 10^-7^, and 1 × 10^-6^ m and bacilli *L* were 1 × 10^-6^, 2 × 10^-6^, and 4 × 10^-6^ m.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A was obtained using Eqn. 1, Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B by dividing Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A's data by ^\#^*H* determined from Eqn. 2 and multiplying by 100. Figures [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and D were obtained using the equations for *pH*~*in*~ and *pH*~*out*~ given above. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}E is the pH gradient term of the proton motor force divided by -0.2.

Reviewers' comments {#Sec8}
===================

We thank the reviewer's, Purificación López-García (Unité d'Ecologie, Systématique et Evolution, CNRS UMR 8079, Université Paris-Sud, 91405, Orsay, France) and Toni Gabaldón (Centre for Genomic Regulation, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 08003 Barcelona, Spain), for their comments, which have materially improved the manuscript. The review process of Biology Direct, in which the reviewer contributions are apparent to the reader, is one we find invigorating and strongly support. In keeping with the philosophy of this process, we thought it important to explicitly note in the main text where reviewer input resulted in substantial changes. To aid in this process, we have taken the liberty of numbering the reviewer comments so that we can easily refer to them in the main text.

Reviewer 1: Dr. Purificación López-García (Unité d'Ecologie, Systématique et Evolution, CNRS UMR 8079, Université Paris-Sud, 91405, Orsay, France) {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1\) This manuscript puts forward two different hypotheses. First, the authors hypothesize that increased proximity between cells results in higher external proton concentration due to diffusion limitation and, hence, to an energetic advantage (less molecules respired? oxidized? to create a proton gradient). The second hypothesis founds on the former, assuming that it is a driving force for cell-cell interactions, and states that eukaryotes originated from (randomly interacting) cells that were physically close in biofilms and developed cell bridges via nanotubes. Cells connected by nanotubes would specialize into two kinds, those making mRNA from DNA and those making proteins, losing the other cellular function. Internalization of such interconnected cells would follow, with one cell being engulfed by the other. Ancient nanotubes would become the nuclear pores. While the first hypothesis is interesting and may be an additional explanation for why biofilms form and provides some mechanistic explanation on the evolution of mitochondria, the hypothesis on the origin of eukaryotes is much more speculative (as many others, agreed) and substantially fails to provide selective forces for many of the processes involved (functional specialization of cells and future eukaryotic cell compartments, origin of the nucleus, origin of the endoplasmic reticulum). In addition, the authors seem not to be excessively familiar with microbial ecology and, hence, some ecological assumptions are excessively simplistic or incorrect.

Author reply: *The reviewer is completely correct that we are not microbial ecologists; SLH is a neurobiologist and HJB was trained as a mammalian (rumen) physiologist. One reason we submitted to Biology Direct is that many papers on the origin of eukaryotes and on microbial physiology are published in it. We are pleased with this choice, as this and the second review have materially improved the manuscript. As evidenced by the references, we have made a considerable effort to become familiar with this literature. We would like to point out that the lack of membrane physiologists in the field of eukaryotic origins is striking and, in our opinion, a difficulty. No membrane physiologist could ignore the extremely deleterious effects of changes in ion concentrations and gradients of the magnitude that would occur with internalization, or fail to realize that this is a central problem that hypotheses of the origin of eukaryotes must resolve. Even if our ideas are wrong in detail, we hope that this article will lead other workers to consider this issue in greater detail and realize that hypotheses of eukaryotic origin must consider it as much as they do metabolic, genetic, and similar issues. Input from workers with different training and viewpoint can sometimes be useful. Two examples in neurobiology are the early entry of electrical engineers, and later entry of mathematicians and computer scientists, both of whom had transformative effects on the field.*

There are many different points that could be commented upon, but I will only concentrate on a few, as being exhaustive would be too long:

2\) The idea that cell-cell proximity limits proton diffusion and hence might constitute an energetic advantage due to the creation of steeper proton gradient seems reasonable. As such, it is an interesting additional advantage for the formation of biofilms. However, there is much more to the formation of biofilms than that potential advantage; otherwise, there would not be so many planktonic cells in nature, including those thriving in highly oligotrophic marine waters. Therefore, there must be a trade-off between the advantages of living in a biofilm (including sharing of common goods, protection against external aggression, limited diffusion of molecules, etc.) and the disadvantages of it (competition, cheating, etc.). In other terms, there must still be a driving force stronger than increasing proton concentration locally that justifies intimate inter-species cell-cell interactions. When looking into the real microbial world, this force is most often metabolic complementation. There are myriads of examples.

Author reply: *We do not follow the logic of this comment. The reviewer states that there are trade-offs between living communally and individually, with which we of course agree. She then states that the existence of this trade-off means that a stronger driving force than increasing proton concentration must be the driving force for biofilm evolution. We do not understand how the existence of a trade-off leads to the conclusion that increased proton concentration is an insufficient benefit to drive close association. Why would one set of benefits, "sharing of common goods, protection against external aggression, limited diffusion of molecules, etc." be sufficient for this trade-off to exist but another benefit, "increased proton concentration" be insufficient? For this conclusion one would need evidence that the energetic benefit we have identified is minor compared to the other benefits the reviewer lists. We are unaware of data measuring the relative benefits of "sharing of common goods, protection against external aggression, \[and\] limited diffusion of molecules". We know there are no data measuring the relevant benefit of the energetic advantage we have identified, because we came up with the idea and so the necessary experiments cannot have been done. It thus seems to us that any statement as to the relative importance of these various benefits can only be an assertion, not a data-based conclusion. Despite our being outsiders to the field, it does not seem unreasonable to us that increasing energetic benefit by as much as 40 to 50% could be highly advantageous to many organisms. The reviewer did not ask for specific changes and we have therefore not addressed this issue in the text; interested readers will find this comment and our reply. We were concerned, however, that readers of this comment might take it to mean that planktonic forms are the majority of aquatic prokaryotes in nature. We therefore added text and quotations from papers investigating planktonic vs. biofilm prokaryotic numbers to emphasize that experimental data show the vast majority of aquatic bacteria are in biofilms (Paragraph 54).*

3\) I also find interesting the idea that proton diffusion limitation might have contributed to the morphological evolution undergone by mitochondria, which would have optimized energy production by developing cristae. Hence, the first hypothesis posited by the authors could hold on its own and would perhaps benefit of being published independently. However, the connection of this idea with symbiosis and with the origin of eukaryotes is much weaker; I would perhaps recommend the authors to unlink both.

Author reply: *We considered this suggestion at length and finally decided to keep the article as one because the ideas form a unified, progressively building structure. Modern search engines will allow members of the biofilm and evolution communities to find the paper. As for the mitochondrial community, as evidenced by the title of one reference "The renaissance of mitochondrial pH", they are already re-assessing the relative importance of concentration gradient vs. capacitive charging in mitochondrial energetics. We have added "mitochondrial pH" as a keyword, as the reviewer is correct that our calculations would likely interest this community and similar calculations have not, to our knowledge, been made in its literature.*

4\) There are several assumptions that are unjustified. One of them is that eukaryotes evolved in the ocean. There is absolutely no evidence indicating whether eukaryotes appeared in marine or freshwater settings. Assuming that eukaryotes appeared in oceans is gratuitous.

Author reply: *This comment is relevant to two portions of the article. The first is where we discuss the effects changing ion concentrations would have on cross-membrane ion gradients and ion reversal potentials. It might initially seem, since fresh water has lower ion concentrations, that non-respiratory ion channels and electrical phenomena could not play a role in fresh water prokaryotes. However, it is important to remember that all that matters for equilibrium potentials is the ratio of \[X\]*~*out*~*and \[X\]*~*in*~*, not the absolute values of the concentrations. As such, fresh water organisms can maintain the same equilibrium potentials by lowering their internal ion concentrations. This is the reason we present \[X\]*~*in*~*and \[X\]*~*out*~*ratio data in paragraph 14.*

*There are limits, of course; if there is zero \[X\]*~*out*~*, an internally directed gradient cannot be produced. However, at least in the salines in which prokaryotes are cultured, such low \[X\]*~*out*~*are not reached, as otherwise the data contained in Paragraph 14's references could not have been obtained. Maintenance of appropriate ion gradients alone, however, does not show that non-marine prokaryotes would have non-respiratory ion channels in their membranes or that these channels would be physiologically important in them. We therefore divided the references in this section according to whether the species investigated were marine or non-marine. This division shows that having non-respiratory ion channels, and these channels playing a role in prokaryotic physiology, is true regardless of where the organisms live (Paragraphs 14, 15). Since these processes depend on ion gradients across the membrane, it follows that non-marine prokaryotes must also have ion gradients across their membranes. Internalization would again destroy these gradients, and thus deleteriously affect these processes, for fresh water prokaryotes as well.*

The second portion is that we performed our energy benefit calculations assuming sea water as the external medium. Fresh water has a much smaller buffering capacity than sea water, which means that many more of the exported protons would contribute to the concentration gradient, as opposed to being "absorbed" by the buffer. Using fresh water would therefore make the energetic benefit we describe greater. The low Na concentration of fresh water also means that in it perhaps the same benefit would be seen for Na respirers, something not true for sea water. Regardless, the bottom line is that each of the ion portions of the paper would continue to stand for fresh water organisms. We altered the paper by referring the reader to the Reviewer 1 comments for the freshwater case in each of the two sections (Paragraphs 19, 43).

5\) In their introduction, the authors dismiss "saltatory internalization" hypotheses of one prokaryotic symbiont within another because this would lead to the collapse of the endosymbiont Na, Ca and K transmembrane gradient. While I agree that saltatory internalization may be unlikely, the arguments given do not seem that clear to me. I understand that maintaining a H + gradient is needed because it is used for energy generation but I do not see why a gradient is needed for the other elements (except for prokaryotes using Na + -driven ATPases). What they need is to keep control of the right Na, Ca and K concentrations within the cell. This justifies the existence of Na, K and Ca transporters and regulatory systems face to the external world. But if a prokaryote enters another prokaryote where the right ionic concentrations are being maintained, it may just take advantage of the homeostasis maintained by the host. I do not see how this can lead to a collapse.

Author reply: *We believe this comment gives credence to our earlier suggestion that outsiders can sometimes be useful to a field. The reviewer states that what prokaryotes need "is to keep control of the right Na, Ca and K concentrations within the cell". That would be an arguable position if prokaryotes did not have voltage and Ca gated ion channels. However, in every case that has been examined, they do. It is inconceivable to us that prokaryotes would have evolved these channels and, as far as present data show, universally maintained them, without them playing important roles in prokaryote physiology (see Paragraph 16). Current flow through voltage and Ca gated channels does not depend on absolute ion concentrations, but on their ratio, since the driving force on an ion is a function of membrane voltage and the ion's equilibrium potential, which depends of the ratio of the ion's concentrations across the membrane (Paragraphs 17 and 18). As such, the homeostasis is not just to maintain certain intracellular ion concentrations, which we agree is undoubtedly extremely important because of the sensitivity that many cytoplasmic processes have on ion concentrations. The cell also has to homeostatically maintain the correct ratio of ion concentrations across the membrane. These two demands cannot be both fulfilled when external ion concentration is changed, as would occur with saltatory internalization.*

*To make this completely clear, a concrete example may be useful. Posit that originally \[Na\]*~*out*~*= 450, \[Na\]*~*in*~*= 22.5, \[K\]*~*out*~*= 10, and \[K\]*~*in*~*= 200 (out concentrations those of sea water, in concentrations 20-fold less for Na and 20-fold greater for K, which are in the range seen in prokaryotes, see Paragraph 14. All in mM). This gives an E*~*Na*~*of 75 mV and E*~*K*~*of -75 mV. In seawater, the prokaryote's original environment, if internal ion concentrations change (as would happen, for instance, when the prokaryote fired spikes), the prokaryote's membrane pumps would work to drive intracellular ion concentrations back to \[Na\]*~*in*~*= 22.5, \[K\]*~*in*~*= 200 and thus restore the correct equilibrium potentials. Because these are therefore the normal intracellular ion concentrations, enzyme systems and the like will have evolved to function best at them. The fact, however, that the pumps drive intracellular ion concentrations to these values in sea water does not prove that pump activity is a function of absolute intracellular ion concentration. In sea water, the same intracellular ion concentrations would occur if pump activity instead depended on ion transmembrane concentration gradients (see below). In the case at hand, this would mean that the pumps do not work to maintain \[Na\]*~*in*~*= 22.5, \[K\]*~*in*~*= 200, but rather to ensure that \[Na\]*~*in*~*/\[Na\]*~*out*~*= 1/20 and \[K\]*~*in*~*/\[K\]*~*out*~*= 20. The internal concentrations would thus be set by the external concentrations; if external concentrations changed, then internal concentrations would drive to whatever values were necessary to maintain the transmembrane ion gradients.*

*The prokaryote now undergoes saltatory internalization. For ease of reading we refer to the internalized prokaryote as the symbiont and the internalizing prokaryote as the host. Host cytoplasm will also have low Na and K concentrations (Paragraph 14 references). To make the math easy, assume these concentrations are the same as those of the symbiont. Thus, from the point of the view of the symbiont, the new \[Na\]*~*out*~*is 22.5 and the new \[K\]*~*out*~*is 10. E*~*Na*~*and E*~*K*~*both fall to zero, producing major alterations in Na and K current when these channels open (see Paragraph 18 for example). Unless this is corrected, all processes in the symbiont that depend on non-respiratory electrical properties (see references Paragraph 15) will be deleteriously affected.*

*Many eukaryote pumps work such that, in this situation, their effect is to restore the concentration gradients. Assuming the symbiont's pumps work similarly, they would therefore pump Na out of, and K into, the symbiont. This would alter the Na and K concentrations of the host cytoplasm. The host's own pumps would respond to these changes, pumping the Na coming from the symbiont out into the surrounding seawater and pumping K in from the surrounding seawater to replace the K the symbiont was pumping from host cytoplasm to symbiont cytoplasm. Since the seawater surrounding the host is an infinite sink for Na and source for K, we assume in this example that the host pumps could maintain host cytoplasmic ion concentrations at \[Na\]*~*in*~*= 22.5 and \[K\]*~*in*~*= 200. In this case, to re-establish its original equilibrium potentials, the symbiont would need to pump until its cytoplasm had a \[Na\]*~*in*~*of only 1.125 and a \[K\]*~*in*~*of 4,000, values very far from those at which its enzymes and similar cytoplasmic processes had evolved to function.*

*Thus, a prokaryotic that has undergone saltatory internalization has three choices: it can lose its electrical activity, it can lose the activity of cytoplasmic processes that are sensitive to ion concentration, or the dependence of all these processes on ion concentration can suddenly and simultaneously change so that they can function at the intracellular ion concentrations at which the cell's electrical activity is restored. This is the reason that prokaryotic electrical properties make saltatory internalization so problematic.*

*These issues are a problem only for saltatory internalization. For instance, if the symbiont brought with it, as we hypothesize, a self-perpetuating high Na, low K surrounding shell, it has no problems upon its initial internalization---the internalized symbiont "feels" it is still in sea water. Once internalized, the functions its electrical activity performed pre-internalization may be no longer necessary. Its cell membrane, which will become the inner membrane of contemporary mitochondria, could therefore lose its non-respiratory ion channels, as is the case in contemporary mitochondria. Once this is accomplished, having the shell of host membrane, which will become the outer membrane of contemporary mitochondria, become porous, and the lumen between the two membranes assume cytoplasmic low Na, high K concentrations, is no longer an electrical problem.*

*It is interesting to note that this not the only time that organisms have had to adjust their cytoplasmic metabolism to compensate for external changes in ion composition. Vertebrate blood has \[Na\] = 135 to 145 and \[K\] = 3.6 to 5, far from the \[Na\] = around 400 and \[K\] = around 20 of marine invertebrate hemolymph. Despite this difference, except for special cases such as the inner ear, where the endolymph has very unusual ion concentrations, in both vertebrates and marine invertebrates E*~*Na*~*is +50 to +90 mV and E*~*K*~*is -75 to -100 mV. It follows from the reversal potential equation that vertebrate cytoplasm must have much lower Na and K concentrations than marine invertebrate cytoplasm, which is indeed the case (\[Na\]*~in~*vertebrate: 5-15, \[Na\]*~in~*marine invertebrate: 50; \[K\]*~in~*vertebrate: 140, \[K\]*~in~*marine invertebrate: 400). As such, vertebrate cytoplasmic enzymes and the like must be evolved to function well at lower ion concentrations than the same molecules in marine invertebrates.*

*We altered the text by adding Paragraph 16 to stress how the presence of voltage and Ca dependent ion channels across all known prokaryotes is remarkable and suggests that these channels must play important roles in prokaryotic physiology. We have done so because we feel that the reviewer's comment may be in part based on a belief that prokaryotic non-respiratory electrical phenomena are a side issue in prokaryote physiology. Given the emphasis on metabolic pathways and genetic data in much eukaryotic evolution research, this may be an opinion of many workers in the field. Given the extensive data to the contrary (Paragraph 15 references), we feel it is important to counter this belief if it indeed exists. We therefore also added Paragraphs 20 and 21, and expanded Paragraph 19, in response to this comment. This comment also made us concerned that it was not sufficiently clear what effect driving equilibrium potentials to zero would have on membrane currents, and we therefore added Paragraph 18.*

6\) The authors say that "even if the transfer were successful for the symbiont, it would likely be fatal to the host \[[@CR93]\]. The symbiont would find itself in a nutrient-rich environment, and there would have been no opportunity for mechanisms regulating symbiont division to have evolved. The symbiont would therefore parasitize host energy and carbon and fill the host with progeny, both presumably resulting in host death." Well, not necessarily, this is another unjustified assumption. First, maybe the endosymbiont parasitizes host energy and carbon, but if there is an appropriate trade-off and it offers some advantage to the host in exchange, a mutualism can be established. Second, organisms in nature do not necessarily behave like Escherichia coli in LB medium at optimal temperature. Many bacteria divide much less frequently and many bacteria dislike copiotrophic (nutrient-rich) environments. Therefore, the fact that the host cytoplasm is nutrient-rich does not necessarily mean that it is the optimal growth medium for an endosymbiont. It might find many inhibitory compounds, including excessive nutrients. It all depends on the specificity (contrary to the randomness proposed by the authors) of the microorganisms involved, notably on their metabolism.

Author reply: *With respect to the specific point (that saltatory internalization might be deleterious to the host, Paragraph 22), we are here examining an issue also raised by other authors (note reference), and thus do not feel we need to reply to the specific point in detail. Our concerns are not unreasonable, others have had similar concerns, and readers can consider our and the reviewer's comments and make their own decisions. We added a sentence in Paragraph 22 directing readers to this comment. On a more general level, we want to use this comment to point out what we feel is the greatest problem with all saltatory hypotheses, their requirement that so many things be "just right" if they are to succeed. Even without the non-respiratory ion channel problems we have identified, consider the reviewer's statements: The internalization just happens to involve two prokaryotes where the two have, without any preceding period of co-evolution, since the internalization is saltatory, a fortuitous, by chance, trade-off that is beneficial to both. The symbiont just happens to be one that doesn't grow particularly well in nutrient-rich environments, or there just happen to be inhibitory compounds in the host cytoplasm that keep symbiont division in check. But, since this is the origin of eukaryotes, the symbiont must also be able to divide well enough that it continues to be a permanent part of the host's progeny so that the symbiont and host can co-evolve into the ur-eukaryote---not so well that it threatens the host lineage, but well enough that it continues to be a part of it. It is this need for everything to be "just right" that we find most difficult to accept in hypotheses in which internalization is not preceded by a period of coordinating co-evolution. Because of our strong belief in this point, we added Paragraph 30 explicitly dealing with this issue.*

*We were also confused by the reviewer's last sentence: "It all depends on the specificity (contrary to the randomness proposed by the authors) of the microorganisms involved, notably on their metabolism." Saltatory internalization is random...for instance, considering the "rip" mechanism: one prokaryote's membrane gets somehow ripped open, presumably by an environmental disturbance, another eukaryote that is very nearby slips into the first through the rip, and the rip seals. There is no specificity as to which prokaryotes it happens to, except that they are physically close together. That is precisely the distinction we are trying to make between hypotheses that do not presuppose a long co-evolution before internalization and those, like the syntrophy hypothesis, the prey-predator hypothesis, and the one we propose, that do. Upon re-reading the text, we realized that we never explicitly stated this aspect of our meaning of saltatory (see also Reviewer 1 comment 10). We also realized that some readers might instead think "saltatory" referred to the final full internalization step of a prokaryote that was being gradually internalized, not our meaning of an evolutionary leap in which a large number of symbiont properties must simultaneously change. We therefore added to Paragraph 1 a sentence making clear what we mean by "saltatory". We also realized that, given the prey:predator arms race that would presumably occur with phagocytosis, it is more accurately an evolutionarily gradual, not saltatory, mechanism. We therefore moved phagocytosis after the truly saltatory mechanisms (Paragraph 25).*

7\) The definition of respiration used in the manuscript is ambiguous or inexact. The authors often refer to "proton-respiration" and, sometimes, it seems that the term includes only aerobic respiration. Respiration corresponds to exergonic oxido-reduction reactions involving organic or inorganic molecules with an electron acceptor that can be oxygen or another element or molecule. Strictly speaking, protons are not respired. This introduces some confusion, which is clear in the following point.

Author reply: *We had not realized that respiration could have as broad a definition as that given by the reviewer, a definition so broad that it includes substrate-level phosphorylation. In our training fermentation and respiration were kept rigidly separate, with respiration referring only to processes in which protons or Na ions were translocated across a membrane by an electron transport chain and the resulting chemo-osmotic gradient used to produce ATP. Prompted by the reviewer's comment, we returned to the literature and have found "respiration" used in the broad sense given in her/his comment. We have therefore added paragraph 11 in which we discuss this issue and define how we use the term respiration and our meaning of proton-respirer and Na respirer. This should remove any confusion.*

8\) In their introduction, Hooper & Burnstein go on to criticize hypotheses on the origin of eukaryotes based on syntrophy stating that metabolic symbiosis between specific prokaryotes were at the origin of eukaryotes. These include, notably, the hydrogen hypothesis and the syntrophy hypothesis which, contrary to most other models, attempt to provide a relatively detailed mechanistic pathway for the evolution of eukaryotes, including (right or wrong) selective forces for it. The arguments they provide against these models are mistaken, essentially because they fail to place the occurrence of this kind of symbioses in the appropriate ecological context. First, they say that the respiratory system of the endosymbiont leading to the mitochondrion should be lost under a presumably long period of disuse. They provide part of the answer by saying that the symbiont could have combined respiration and fermentation depending of the available nutrients. But they then dismiss this possibility saying that since the oceans were anoxic (except the surface), aerobic respiration could not be maintained. There are at least three elements that can be raised against this erroneous assumption. First, it might well be that the respiratory chain was maintained for anaerobic respiration? the only thing that needs to change is the affinity of the final cytochrome oxidase in that chain. As a matter of fact, it is still not known whether the ancestor of mitochondria was exclusively aerobic or whether it was a facultative anaerobe. Many mitochondria today can respire anaerobically, using fumarate or nitrate as final electron acceptor. Therefore it could be perfectly possible that the mitochondrial ancestor was only a facultative aerobe. Second, and most importantly, saying that aerobic respiration at the time could not exist because most (but notably not all) of the ocean was anoxic is as displaced and misleading as saying that anaerobic respiration cannot occur today because ocean waters are oxygenated. This is of course wrong; a wide diversity of anaerobic prokaryotes and eukaryotes thrive happily in sediments and soils. It is very important to consider the microbial world at the right and ecologically meaningful scale. And third, let's imagine that eukaryotes emerged in oceans (the reasoning would also apply to freshwater settings), if the surface ocean was oxygenated and the rest anoxic, this would imply a vast transition zone covering nearly all the planet surface. Now, transition zones between anoxic and oxygenated areas are exactly the places where these two metabolic hypotheses would place the origin of eukaryotes. Transition zones happen in e.g. microbial mats and sediments today and it is notably the place where a wide variety of metabolic symbioses occur, including well-documented bacteria-archaea symbioses, such as methanotrophic archaea with sulfate-reducing bacteria or fermentative bacteria with methanogenic archaea. Transition zones would then be an ideal place for versatile and facultative metabolisms to take place. In an origin-of-eukaryotes context, aerobic respiration could be used whenever oxygen levels rose or upon movement of the consortia towards the upper part of the gradient; fermentation and/or anaerobic respiration would take place lower in the anoxic part of that gradient. Models on the origin of eukaryotes must consider microbial ecology and the right environmental context into account.

Author reply: *This comment raises a number of points. One is that it is important to our hypothesis that the respiratory chain used oxygen as a terminal electron acceptor (aerobic respiration). That is not the case. Our hypothesis is completely neutral as to whether the symbiont respired aerobically or anaerobically. We raised the question of aerobic respiration solely, as did Martin and Müller in their original hydrogen hypothesis, as an explanation for why the respiratory chain would have been maintained during the fermentative period of the sytrophic hypothesis. We have changed the text to make it clear that we are only repeating arguments made by the inventors of the hydrogen hypothesis. We also added a sentence pointing out that, in a later paper, the lead author of the hydrogen hypothesis paper himself rejected the oxygen toxicity hypothesis. (Paragraph 28).*

*The reviewer then provides an argument that respiration could have been maintained even in a world where only surface waters were oxygenated because areas would exist where these surface waters would contact underlying anoxic sediments. Indeed this is possible, shallow bays and the like. But it is precisely this type of special case argument that we are arguing against. So now the argument is not only that eukaryotes arose from a highly specialized type of metabolic interaction, but also in a highly specific physical situation? We cannot prove that a long string of highly specialized events did not lead to eukaryotes. We believe, however, that hypotheses that do not depend on such events, and promote close association among huge numbers of different species, are more attractive (see Paragraph 30). We refer readers to this comment (Paragraph 28); they can make up their own minds which viewpoint they prefer.*

9\) Hooper & Burnstein propose a hypothesis on the origin of eukaryotes which, they say, provides a general driving force of the first step of eukaryogenesis. However, as mentioned above, the "driving force" that they propose (stronger H + gradients across membranes leading to close physical association between cells) is just one potential advantage of physical proximity, which needs to overcome forces acting on the opposite direction (e.g. competition and cheating). This could perhaps provide a potential additional mechanistic explanation to some trends in eukaryotic evolution (e.g. mitochondrial morphology), but it does not provide any real driving force for the origin of eukaryotes per se; neither for the specific interaction between different prokaryotes nor for the origin of the nucleus or the endoplasmic reticulum.

Author reply: *We dealt earlier (reply to comment 2) with the reviewer's belief that the substantial energetic benefit we have identified would be an insufficient driving force to promote close physical association. With respect to the last sentence of the comment, we are struck by the phrase "for the specific interaction between different prokaryotes". The reviewer here and elsewhere (e.g., comment 2) seems fixated on the idea that the association that gave rise to eukaryotes was based on a specific interaction, e.g., a specific type of metabolic syntrophy or the like. Our hypothesis is precisely the opposite of such "special case" thinking.*

*We are making precisely the argument that, because of the generality of our energetic benefit, which will occur for all proton-respiring prokaryotes, we have identified a mechanism that will promote close physical association for a huge variety of prokaryotes. For every one of these cases it will be advantageous for one to increasingly surround another because, for the one being internalized, it means that 100% of its surface area is respiring in this most beneficial manner and, for the one doing the internalizing, it means that all of its surface that borders the internalized entity is respiring in this most beneficial manner. \[We have added several sentences to Paragraph 70 explicitly explaining this point\]. The prediction of our hypothesis that these interactions will occur between a huge number of different prokaryote species is its greatest strength. As we have discussed at length elsewhere in these comments, and at length in the text, the number of changes that were likely necessary for the internalization that led to eukaryotes to succeed were very large. Our hypothesis provides a mechanism in which very large numbers of species would come together, and in which it is advantageous for one to surround the other. Given its difficulty, the chances of any one of these interactions being the one that eventually led to eukaryotes was very small. Most of them presumably led to nothing except changes that increased the benefit of the two organisms being near each other. A few presumably led to at least some of the contemporary species in which one prokaryote lives in another's cytoplasm, but these mutualisms were insufficiently beneficial to explode into the vast success that are eukaryotes. That particularly felicitous coming together was so rare that it has apparently happened only once. The best way to make a very rare event occur is by having the conditions in which it could occur be very frequent. That is precisely what our hypothesis does.*

*With respect to this part of the reviewer's comment, we state in Paragraph 65 "Similarly, since the energetic advantages we propose exist for all proton-respiring species, an extremely diverse net of mutualistic species sets can evolve. This is a strong advantage of this proposal, in that it predicts a vast seed-bed of different degrees of mutualism across wide ranges of species, thus forming a substrate conducive to the evolution of a very large number of different types of symbiosis". We believe that these sentences, coupled with the parts we have added in response to her earlier comments stressing the many difficulties that had to be overcome to make the ur-eukaryote, address this issue as well as we can. We have added a sentence to Paragraph 65 referring the reader to this comment in the hopes that this reply will help any readers for whom this issue is nonetheless unclear.*

*The final issue in this comment is "it does not provide any real driving force...for the origin of the nucleus or the endoplasmic reticulum." With respect to the nucleus, we are somewhat at a loss at understanding the reviewer's statement. We explain why it would be advantageous to separate transcription and translation and provide multiple references in Paragraph 49. As such, why such a separation would be maintained, once it occurred, is clear. The difficulty, as we discuss in Paragraph 53, is how it occurred. The hypothesis that this occurred by internal membranes that gradually enclosed the DNA fails because the intermediate stages of this process provide no advantage (transcription and translation are not separated) and do not explain the origin of nuclear pores, which serve no purpose before complete enclosure but are absolutely critical the instant enclosure occurs.*

*The nucleus originating by internalization of one prokaryote by another, with both of them already being connected by nuclear pores, solves both difficulties in a single stroke. As to why one would enclose the other, the amount of substances that can be transported through the nanotubes increases with the number of nanotubes. As such, any mutations leading to increasing surround would be selected for. We have re-read the relevant portions of the text (Paragraph 71) and do not see how to explain it better than we have. We have added a sentence summarizing how our hypothesis solves in a stroke the two difficulties with nuclear origin: "Note that this pathway for nuclear internalization solves all the problems about nuclear origin raised earlier: transcription and translation become automatically separated as the proto-cytoplasm loses DNA function, and the nuclear pores are always present and thus no mechanism to explain their evolving at some stage of partial DNA enclosure by internal membranes need be proposed". and a sentence referring to this comment should the reader feel more discussion of this issue would be advantageous. (Paragraph 71).*

*We also added text about the voltage and Ca-gated channels of the inner membrane of contemporary nuclei, as we find this maintenance intriguing in light of the lack of any obvious reason for them to be there and the presence of these channels in prokaryotes (Paragraph 82).*

*With respect to the endoplasmic reticulum, we have added text describing why having a membrane-bound volume whose lumen has external ion concentrations could be advantageous (Paragraphs 83, 84).*

*In case some of the difficulties of the reviewer stem from questions about what physical mechanism could support enclosure, we have added text explaining how the nanotubes themselves, and anchoring molecules, would provide the physical support necessary for the surround (Paragraphs 72-74); in this new paragraph we also write to the advantages that increasing engulfment would provide.*

*In light of both reviewers' comments, we have also replaced the original Figures three and four with Figures three to five. It is possible the some of the concerns in this comment stem from the original figures not clearly distinguishing between lumen vs. cytoplasm and lacking anchoring protein symbols.*

10\) The authors criticize saltatory mechanisms but in a sense they propose a saltatory mechanism since the association between the two prokaryotes that led to the origin of eukaryotes occurred by chance and then was stabilized by nanotubes. As the authors say, it is not known whether such nanotubules can form between archaea and bacteria, partly because their membranes are so different. It is also not known whether this can happen between different bacteria. The available knowledge would tend to suggest that this kind of interactions is highly specific.

Author reply: *We are unaware of literature suggesting that nanotubes are highly specific. The papers we have found do not state anything to this effect; quite the contrary, as is shown by this quotation from \[*\[[@CR194]\]*\]: "We propose that nanotubes represent a major form of bacterial communication in nature, providing a network for exchange of cellular molecules within and between species." The reviewer may believe they are rare because they are never observed in thin sections, but, as stated in \[*\[[@CR197]\]*\], that is "probably because they require cutting precisely all along the tubule connecting two cells". They are observed in both Archaea and Bacteria, and, contrary to the reviewer's assertion, not only form between different bacterial species, but between very distantly related species (Bacillus subtilis, phylum Firmicutes, Gram positive and E. coli, phylum Proteobacteria, Gram negative).*

*As to the reviewer's comment that our hypothesis is saltatory, we hope that our better explaining our meaning of the word will help. We reiterate that a central part of our hypothesis is that prokaryotes are not associating by chance, but instead associating because of an energetic benefit of close association. And we state in the text that we assume, along with \[* \[[@CR194]\] *\], that nanotubes are widely present in biofilms, and thus form a major means of bacterial and archaeal interaction, something not unreasonable if they can link bacteria as different as B. subtilis and E. coli. As to the lack of data on whether nanotubes can form between archaea and bacteria, we specifically state in the hypotheses section of the paper that this must be examined (Paragraph 78). The reviewer asked for no changes. In response to this comment we nonetheless added some text pointing out how distantly related B. subtilis and E. coli are (Paragraph 78).*

11\) Coming back to selective forces, it is unclear what that would be for cell specialization once cells are connected through nanotubes in the pathway that they propose. It is extremely difficult to imagine that one cell loses its protein synthesis machinery and the other its DNA/RNA replication/transcription system being connected just by nanotubes. First, why? which driving force is acting here for such specialization to occur? Second, transport in both directions must have surely not been efficient due to the small diameter of the nanotubes and to the fact that only a fraction of the cellular surface would be connected prior to engulfment. It is extremely difficult to envisage the functioning of such assemblage without true integration because the diffusion/transport of essential molecules would be extremely poor. If H + diffusion limitation is seen as an important factor for the author's model, protein and nucleic acid transportation through tiny tubes should be seen as a much stronger and deleterious factor.

Author reply: *This comment has two parts. The first part asks why, in a pair of interacting cells in which both are performing the same task (e.g., producing the same protein), would one lose its ability to perform the task. A central tenet of evolution is that unnecessary genes become non-functional due to random mutation. It is the death of progeny with mutations in essential genes that selects against these mutations. But if the task a gene is performing becomes done by something else, mutations can accumulate in the gene without consequence. This is the reason that gene duplication allows one of the duplicated partners to freely mutate. These mutations typically produce a series of useless proteins as the process continues, but may lead, in time, to new proteins that can perform different tasks. Such gene duplications are the basis of a large percentage of our protein repertoire. Genetic reduction is seen in obligate parasites for the same reason: if the host is performing the task, there is no longer a selective pressure against mutation in the parasite's genes that perform the task. As such, if, as in our hypothesis, both partners are doing the same task, and each partner has access to the other's product, then one expects that one or the other will stop performing the task, since the one stopping is not penalized for it. We have added references to the sorts of genetic reductions and specializations that have been identified in prokaryotic obligate syntrophic pairs (Paragraph 65).*

*As to the nanotubes having small diameter, this is not the case; these are large tubes, 30-130 nm in diameter; in comparison the diameter of the entire nuclear pore complex is only 120 nm, and its pore is some 10-40 nm in diameter. Every nuclear protein goes through those pores; every mRNA comes out of them. That nanotubes can similarly carry large molecular weight molecules, and do so highly efficiently, is demonstrated by them being able 1) to transport sufficient molecules, presumably proteins, that an antibiotic resistant cell can make its antibiotic sensitive partner resistant; 2) to transmit plasmids; and 3) to transfer sufficient green fluorescent protein (a barrel-shaped molecule 2.4 nm in diameter and 4.2 nm tall) to make cells not expressing the protein nonetheless fluoresce. Available data suggest that nanotubes are every bit as capable of efficiently transferring large molecular weight molecules as are nuclear pores, and nuclear pores are sufficient to handle all the transport necessary to keep the nucleus functional and the cytoplasm stocked with mRNA. As such, we do not believe that this reviewer comment is supported by the available data. We have changed the text by adding Paragraph 56 about nanotube diameter and transport efficiency.*

*As to the nanotube number, as we note in Paragraph 71, it is the need to increase nanotube number as the two partners become more specialized and co-dependent that forms the selective advantage for the proto-cytoplasm cell to increasingly surround the proto-nucleus cell. Because this issue has already been addressed, we made no further changes in the text about it.*

12\) It is unclear that cells give ATP for free and hence that ATP/ADP were exchanged between the two symbionts leading to the origin of eukaryotes. What would be the reason leading to one of the cells to renounce to its energetics and to the other to deliver ATP to its neighbor?

Author reply: *As to why a cell receiving ATP would lose its own ability to do so, we refer to our response to comment 11; the logic is the same. We agree that why the proto-mitochondrion (the symbiont in other papers) began to transport ATP across its membrane for the use of the other cells (host in other papers) is one of the great unexplained mysteries of eukaryotic evolution. However, no other hypothesis of eukaryotic origin explains why this occurred either, and thus this comment is as much a criticism of all the eukaryotic origin literature as it is of our hypothesis. We do find it very interesting that bacterial periplasm has ATP-dependent processes and that Ignicoccus produces ATP in the periplasmic space. We remain convinced that these two observations suggest that some sort of ADP and ATP transport processes across the cell membrane may exist in at least some prokaryotes. The genetic data show that these putative processes would not be related to the ADP/ATP antiporters used in present mitochondria and other species. However, if earlier processes existed in prokaryotes that were later supplanted by ADP/ATP antiporters, this would solve this great unresolved issue. We do at least provide this hypothesis of a pre-existing prokaryotic transport system as a possible solution (Paragraphs 59-61), and we note the importance of re-examining this issue in the hypotheses portion of the paper (Paragraph 87). We note this comment in the relevant portion of the text (Paragraph 61). Beyond that we do not know what more to do; if having a solution to this problem was a requirement for publishing hypotheses of eukaryote evolution, none of the pre-existing papers could have been published either.*

13\) Losing the cell wall is not a problem; there are several examples of this among bacteria and archaea. However, there is a problem with membranes and there seems to be some confusion when the authors talk about bacterial and archaeal membranes. For instance, it is said that "in Ignicoccus hospitalis respiration occurs on the outer membrane \[[@CR221]\], not the inner as in other prokaryotes" (p.19). Ignicoccus is an archaeon and archaea have in general one single membrane. The second membrane in Ignicoccus appeared independently and cannot be compared with that of Gram negative bacteria (the second membrane is analogous, not homologous) or with other archaea lacking such membrane. Also, the authors seem to privilege the endosymbiotic origin of the nucleus, particularly of one archaeon within another archaeon (p17), but later they recognize that the eukaryotic membranes are bacterial in nature and also that the cytoplasm is more bacterial-like. How do they explain this apparent contradiction? And if there was a change of membranes, why and how?

Author reply: *We are indebted to the reviewer for the first part of this comment. The discussion of Ignicoccus has been corrected (Paragraph 60). With respect to the second part of the comment, we are actually neutral on the identity of the three interacting partners. Our hypothesis, depending as it does just on energetic benefit and subsequent specialization, is independent of whether the participants are bacteria or archaea. However, as we are sure the reviewer knows, genetic work strongly supports archaeal origin for many of the regulatory genes of the eukaryotic genome. We therefore, as do most others, assume that at least one partner was archaeal. The reviewer is correct that this raises the difficulty that eukaryotic membranes have lipid compositions similar to bacteria, not archaea. How this switch occurred, assuming that the proto-cytoplasm cell (host in other papers) had an archaeal membrane, is another of the great mysteries of eukaryotic origin, and another one, as with Reviewer 1's comment 12, that neither we nor other writers have explained. As such, it is itself not a barrier to publication. In all hypotheses this switch must have occurred, and thus far no hypothesis explains it. At least in ours, which does assume cell membrane to cell membrane connections between two of the interacting entities, there is a locus at which a potential membrane mismatch, and thus selection to remedy it by the archaea switching its membrane composition, could occur (assuming that the nanotube connected cells had different membrane types). And the symbiosis with the other cells could have reduced the deleterious effects on the archaea during the switch period. But we state all of this in the text, and on re-reading it see nothing further to add. We therefore simply refer the reader to this comment at the end of Paragraph 77.*

14\) A pathway for the progressive engulfment of a cell within another is proposed. The nanotubules would become the nuclear pores. That some elements of the nuclear pores might have evolved from the machinery to form nanopores may be a relevant hypothesis potentially testable by comparative genomics and phylogenomics. However, this does not imply necessarily that internalization happened afterwards.

Author reply: *No, it does not imply that it must occur. But it does provide a physical mechanism that could support it. And that is a considerable advance on other hypotheses, which, to our knowledge, do not address at all the issue of what physical structures would support internalization. We have changed the figures showing how this process could occur, making separate figures for the proto-mitochondrion cell, the proto-nucleus cell, and the endoplasmic reticulum, and simplified them by making the drawings in most cases two-dimensional, as we felt that the original three-dimensional drawings were unnecessarily complicated. This change may make the naturalness of anchoring proteins and nanotubes supporting internalization more obvious.*

15\) The endoplasmic reticulum would have then evolved from the "scar" left by the engulfing process. But if this was just a remnant of that engulfment, why didn't it disappear? Why it developed further? What for? Which selective force?

Author reply: *We answered this comment in our reply to Reviewer 1 comment 9.*

16\) The origin of mitochondria remains unexplained. Why did mitochondria evolved as true endosymbionts and not as interconnected cells with a host? This points out to the lack of explanatory forces underlying the proto-nucleus and proto-cytoplasm intercellular connection and subsequent internalization. The fact that mitochondria were incorporated as energy-producing organelles points to the power of true endosymbioses. It also illustrates the importance of metabolism-based symbiotic interactions.

Author reply: *With respect to the first sentence of this comment, we hope our expanded explanation as to how progressively greater enclosure will give progressively greater energetic benefit (Paragraph 70) provides the answer. In short, it is more energetically beneficial to completely surround the proto-mitochondrion than to only partially do so. With respect to the last two sentences of the comment, we are frankly at a loss. In our hypothesis, after full internalization has occurred, the proto-mitochondrion is the ur-eukaryote's energy-producing organelle. We do not know what truer an endosymbiosis one could ask for...what aspect of our internalized, symbiotic energy factory is not an endosymbiosis? As for the last sentence, we assume the "it" refers to the mitochondrion being the cell's energy producing organelle, and "metabolism-based symbiotic interactions" refers to the syntrophic hypothesis of eukaryotic origin. But the present state of the mitochondria has no trace left of any syntrophic interaction, and is thus mute as to whether this was its origin or not. That is, contemporary mitochondria use cytoplasm-supplied pyruvate to create a proton gradient that produces ATP which is then transported to the cytoplasm. There is no trace left of the H*~*2*~*or similar waste product exchange that underlies the syntrophic hypothesis. Indeed, our hypothesis, that increased respiratory benefit drove the initial association and subsequent internalization without any intermediate stages of exchanging metabolic waste products, is the most direct route. If present mitochondrial state indeed reflects the evolutionary forces that drove association and internalization, than that state supports, not attacks, the hypothesis we have put forth. We added the sentences "Moreover, these hypotheses are not built on one of the most salient characteristics of eukaryotes, that they possess a respiratory organelle. A hypothesis in which respiration was the initial reason for close physical association, and the driving force for the internalization of the mitochondrial ancestor, therefore again seems to us attractive." in Paragraph 30 in part to make this clearer. We also referred to this comment where we discuss how progressively greater energetic benefit would be selected for (Paragraph 70). We also hope that the new figures and changes made to other portions of the text will answer this Reviewer comment.*

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Reviewer 2: Toni Gabaldón (Centre for Genomic Regulation, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 08003 Barcelona, Spain) {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this manuscript Hooper and Burstein propose an novel hypothesis for a driving force promoting both the formation of bacterial biofilms and the origin of eukaryotic cell. In particular they propose their hypothesis could serve to explain the origin of the mitochondrial and the nucleous-endomembrane system in eukaryotes. These are central questions in the evolution of eukaryotes and many alternative hypotheses have been proposed, with generally few hard data to contrast them. The presented hypothesis is based on the benefit of reducing the external volume for systems that use proton-gradients to generate energy. To the best of my knowledge this idea is certainly novel and I find it interesting, since it could provide a general driving force to explain different associations. The authors appropriately discuss earlier work on the subject, pointing to weaknesses of earlier proposed hypotheses and how their scenario may offer better solutions. They finally provide a quite comprehensive list of testable predictions from their hypothesis, although most of them relate to findings that would support it, and only few that would allow a falsification. As this is a hypothesis paper I am not judging whether it could be right or wrong, nor whether I personally find it sufficiently convincing. In my account of the manuscript I intend to identify possible missing observations, or weak points of the hypothesis that need to be brought into the discussion.

1\) Overall my main puzzle with this hypothesis is that although it proposes a single common driving force for the origin of mitochondrial and nuclear compartment, it leaves unexplained why these two compartments are so fundamentally different. For instance, in a context where proteins were exchanged across partners and complexity was being reduced by removal of redundancy, as they proposed, why two completely different and complex systems of moving proteins across membranes did evolve for the nucleous and the mitochondrion?

Author reply: *We are indebted to the reviewer, as we had not thought about the fundamental differences between nucleus:cytoplasm and mitochondrion:cytoplasm interactions being another fundamental issue to be explained. In our hypothesis these interactions would directly arise from the different ways the proto-cytoplasm cell and proto-nucleus cell, and the proto-cytoplasm cell and proto-mitochondrion cell, interact---in the first case via nanotubes and in the second case via membrane-crossing mechanisms such as protein transporters and the like. We believe this is a sufficiently important point that we added it as a new bullet portion in the later part of the article (Paragraph 88).*

2\) The authors propose that direct internalization of an endo-symbiont would collapse its membrane energetics, but do they have an explanation why this is not happening in known cases of prokaryotes living within other prokaryotes?

Author reply: *We attempted to make this point clear in the text, but apparently failed. Saltatory internalization of a prokaryote would probably not collapse its membrane energetics because these are largely due to capacitive charging, not to leak currents across the membrane. That is, prokaryotic (and mitochondrial) membrane potential is due to the active transfer of charge across the membrane (direct charging of the membrane capacitance, similar to injection of current through an electrode), not due to charges flowing across leak channels because of ion concentration gradients, with this process resulting in the membrane assuming a membrane potential at which net ion flow across the membrane is zero, as in eukaryotic plasma membrane. Membrane potential of an internalized prokaryote therefore might not change at all upon internalization. What would change is the driving force on ions such as K, Na, and Ca, and thus the amounts of these currents that would flow across the membrane when membrane channels carrying these ions open. We reference multiple sources indicating that these current flows are important for prokaryotic physiology (Paragraph 15). It is these processes, not membrane energetics, which saltatory internalization would deleteriously interfere with. We revised Paragraph 12 to try to make this clearer. With respect to other prokaryote-within-other-prokaryote species, we assume that the electrical difficulties we have identified were surmounted because these internalizations occurred gradually.*

3\) In this regard many of the hypothesis defined as "saltatory" by the authors do not need to have proceeded in a single dramatic event. One can envision intermediate steps were prokaryotes internalized other eukaryotes in a non-permanent manner, thus providing the framework to select for mechanisms that promote survival inside other cells, and eventually endo-symbiotic relationships.

Author reply: *We assume the reviewer meant to write "other prokaryotes". We are not certain of the meaning of this comment. One interpretation is that the reviewer is proposing a lifestyle in which non-symbiotic, not closely-physically associating prokaryotes evolutionarily acquire the ability to become internalized by, and shortly after exit from, other prokaryotes. Given the deleterious effects of internalization in the absence of evolving changes to make it less deleterious, to argue that some prokaryotes evolved the ability to be intermittently internalized and released as a stepping-stone to being able to be successfully internalized is to put the cart before the horse...that is, yes, once cellular processes have evolved so that internalization was not highly deleterious but instead somehow advantageous, perhaps mechanisms to promote cycles of entry and exit could have evolved. But this later hypothetical stage cannot explain how the changes that would make internalization non-deleterious would have evolved in the first place...evolution could not have "known" before-hand to make changes so that internalization would become non-deleterious. Furthermore, we are unaware of physical situations that would make internalization a common situation, a requirement for random variations making internalization non-deleterious to have become fixed in a population. No known prokaryote has phagocytosis, and suggestions along the line of one prokaryote "slipping into" a second through a physically-induced rip of the second's cell membrane would be much too rare (even ignoring the small likelihood that the second prokaryote could survive so large a membrane rip) to fix variations making internalization less deleterious. We continue to argue that the much more likely process is one in which, as in our hypothesis, the internalized cell was, at the beginning, surrounded by an ionic milieu approximately the same as that it enjoyed before internalization, and thus, from the internalized cell's point of view, it was still outside.*

*The second interpretation, which we find exciting and agree with as a possibility, is that, at the intermediate stages of our proposed hypothesis when the three entities were obligate symbionts but not yet permanently internalized, each time the symbiosis was re-established the proto-cytoplasm cell would very nearly or completely internalize the proto-nucleus and proto-mitiochondrion cells, and when it was time to reproduce or environmental conditions were no longer suitable, the proto-cytoplasm cell would withdraw its surround, freeing the proto-nucleus and proto-mitochondrion cells. We have added this idea in Paragraph 75.*

4\) The authors claim that internalization dramatically changes the external environment from sea water to host cytoplasm, but this would not have been so if internalization would have been into invaginated vesicles (e.g. external surrounding membrane is an internalized host membrane). This mode of internalization would explain eukaryotic origin of mitochondrial outer membrane. Admittedly, engulfment hypotheses face the problem of a lack of cytoskeleton to drive the membrane invaginations, but is it not a problem faced as well by any model that proposes that one prokaryote "surrounded" another one? e.g syntrophy hypotheses or the one proposed here? What mechanism could promote such dramatic change in shape?

Author reply: *With respect to the "invaginated vesicle" comment, as we note in Paragraph 25, vesicle internalization (phagocytosis) has simply not been observed in any prokaryote. This does not mean that it was not present in one such organism, and this organism led to eukaryotes and left no other surviving lineage...but this again is an example of the special case arguments that we are trying to provide an alternative to. We hope we make this central purpose of ours clearer in Paragraph 30. See reply to comment 5 for second part of comment, about the physical mechanism underlying internalization.*

5\) I think their own hypothesis proposes a solution to the conundrum of changing the shape so that the endosymbiont is surrounded, however this is not noted in the text: if, as they propose, the benefit of close associations would have driven the origin and specialization of anchoring proteins that recognize the surface of the symbiont partners, then in a cell-wall less prokaryote would grow around the symbiont. But this mechanism would be valid for this hypothesis and other mutualistic-based hypothesis.

Author reply: *We completely agree with the reviewer that cell anchoring proteins and the nanotubes could form the physical means supporting the internalization process. We have added Paragraphs 72-74 in response. We replaced Figures three and four with Figures three to five as well in part due to this comment. We thank the reviewer.*

6\) The presence of an ATP/ADP transporter in the bacterial membrane seems necessary for the proposed scenario (and many other scenarios). The authors say that the transporter present in Rickettsiae is (evolutionarily?) related to the mitochondrial one, and that such a system is present beyond parasitic prokaryotes. This claim seems easily testable, however the mitochondrial ADP/ATP translocase has not a clear alpha-proteobacterial ancestry (see Gabaldon and Huynen 2003 Vol. 301 no. 5633 p. 609; Gabaldón and Huynen 2007 PLOS comp. Biol. 3(11): e219. ) and a search of the Rickettsia domain in PFAM reveals is rather restricted among bacteria mostly present in Rickettsiae and Chlamydiae. The authors based their discussion in the lack of experimental verification of ATP/ADP transport in free-living prokaryotes, but they should discuss the existing data that point to a discontinuity of the mitochondrial translocase and the system present in the alpha-proteobacteria.

Author reply: *We are indebted to the reviewer for raising this issue; our original writing was very incomplete. We have completely re-written this section (Paragraphs 59-61).*

7\) Another point of discussion is that the authors pose that the ability to export and import proteins by the members of the consortium would allow the loss of redundant genes from the different partners. However, what scenario do they envision, an non-specific transport system that basically shares all soluble proteins or a highly regulated one in which each partner decides what to export and what to import? I think these two extremes would have completely different consequences. The first one would indeed potentially lead to larger specializations of the partners through differential losses that can be rescued by the partners, however, it poses also the difficulty of avoiding potential deleterious effects of importing foreign proteins that may alter native interactions.

Author reply: *We are of two minds about this point. Protein transport systems do exist in prokaryotes, and these could form the basis of mutualistic protein exchange. Once begun, we assume that these systems, and new systems, would evolve into those presently seen in modern eukaryotes. This process presumably has a long history, much of it possibly occurring after internalization and ADP/ATP transport was established, and thus a recognizable eukaryote had arisen. As such, much of this process may not be directly relevant to the question of the origin of eukaryotes. But the reviewer is also correct that our original text was quite brief. We have therefore expanded this section (Paragraphs 58).*

*I think discussions of these various points would provide a more balanced account of the proposed hypothesis.*

Minor points

Page 4- "Mitochondria are internalized alpha-proteobacteria", I think "Mitochondria originated from internalized alpha-proteobacteria" is more correct, since the former sentence assumes they are still bacteria.

Proto-mitochondria is plural, please use proto-mitochondrion when referring to a single "partner" or in sentences such as "in the proto-mitochondria, which is".

Author reply: *Both minor points were corrected.*

Quality of written English: Acceptable

2^nd^ round comments

Reviewer 1 did not make a 2^nd^ round of comments.

Reviewer 2:

It seems the authors did not understand my comment 3 and interpret some kind of teleological explanation ("putting the cart before the horse"). I do not think one can neglect that it is easier to conceive that difficulties of a transitory internalization are easier to surmount than a permanent internalization. A parallel can be found in modern gut symbionts which probably first evolved the ability to survive gut passage to later adapt to thrive in it. My comment was referring to other models that envision scenarios were a proto-eukaryote is engulfing bacteria, in that case any adaptation to survive such engulfment could predispose to a symbiosis, and thus these models do not need to be saltatory. My comment was also not referring to a specific stage in which cells have no degree of relationships. Even if internalization just happened due to stochastic membrane ruptures -e.g. between interacting symbionts- this provide a potential selective pressure. My point was that there may be intermediate steps in those scenarios that they depict as a shock-like, one-step saltatory events.

Author reply: *We refer the reader to our original reply, which pointed out that no known prokaryote has phagocytosis, and we believe the physical mechanisms that would lead to one prokaryote becoming inside another are so rare that they are a negligible selective pressure.*

*V*

:   Membrane potential

*I*

:   Trans-membrane current (sometimes with a subscript "*x*", in which case the "*x*" refers to the ion the channel carries)

*g*~*x*~

:   Channel conductance, where the "*x*" refers to the ion the channel carries

*E*~*x*~

:   Ion equilibrium potential, where the "*x*" refers to the ion the channel carries

*C*

:   Membrane capacitance

\[X\]~in~ \[X\]~out~

:   Concentration of X, in mol/liter, inside and outside of cell, respectively

pH~in~

:   pH~out~: pH values inside and outside of cell, respectively

R

:   The gas constant

T

:   Temperature

F

:   Faraday's constant

z

:   Ion charge

Δ*p*

:   Proton-motive force

ΔΨ

:   Membrane potential (in proton-motive force equation)

Δ*G*

:   Gibbs free energy

*gap*

:   Width of a shell of medium surrounding a cell

*r*

:   Radius

*A*

:   Membrane area

^*\#*^*H*

:   Number of protons transferred across the cell membrane

*B*~*PC*~

:   Bacterial protein content

*V*~*c*~

:   Cell volume

*V*~*s*~

:   Shell volume

*L*

:   Total bacillus length.

An erratum to this article is available at <http://dx.doi.org/10.1186/s13062-015-0037-x>.
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